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Jaroskv Seifert’s poetry IS withheld from Western
readers by a lack of competent translations
ACADEIN
appears10
hmc mkee just about everyone by
surprise kwt fail when it named
the D3-year-old Czech lyric poet
I Jarosluv Seifert winner of the 1984
Nobel Prize for Literature. It was
certainly not the first time an
“unknown” had been given the
prize. but it was the first time in
reetnt years that vinually nothing
except a few thin volumes of the
new laureate’s most recent works
\:a$ available - and barely available at
that - in translation.
Thanks to the vagaries of history and
the notnrions inhospitality of some
rqimes to people and ideas that do not
dirsctly rxve their interests. Tomnto
ho\ become a good place to track down
tltr worl;s of renegade central and
eastern European writem. The Thomas
Fisher Rare Book Library has a sp&ai
colkstion of Czech and Slovak samizdal
literature (self-published volumes of
ryp.d and bound books cimulated inside
Cxchoslovakia by writers whose wok is
HE s?EDISH

I;

bxtned) that includes three of the more

than 30 collections of poetry Seifert has
published in his lifetime: An Umbreih

from

Picndilly,

The Plague Column,

and Tikclrms of Venus.Toronto is also
me home of Seifert’s major Czech publisher. a printing and publishing venture
calMi 65 Publishers, run by Zdena Saliv;lrova, who is herself a writer and wife
of novelist Josef Skvomcky.
The tirm has recently moved from an
old brownstone on Avenue Road to a
renovated house set in a mw of private
galleries and expensive shops just
around the corner on Davenport Road.
When I called on her the day the news of
Scifctt’s acard bmke, Salivarow was in
her third-floor office talking to a pert
young mpo~ter from one of the TV networks who. secretarial pad in hand, was
nsking her who exactly Jamslav Seifert
was. Ranged behind Salivamva on a
single shelf weere about 150 different
brightly coloumd paperback volumes,
rcprerunting the books Salivatova has
published in Czech since she founded 68
Publishers in 1972.
Her original idea was to encourage
Czech “uthors in exile to go on writing
by publishing and distributing their

work. But as her business and reputation
grew. manuscripts smuggled out of
Czechoslovakia began arriving in Tomnto, and she has since become the regular
publisher of at least a dozen Cmch
writers who am banned at home but still
remain them. Salivasova now operates
one of the busiest Czech publishing
houses in the world; its list - inchnling
such authors as playwright Vaclav
Havd, novelists Milan Kundem. Pavel
Kohout, Ludvik Vaculik, and of course
Josef Skvomcky - reads like a Who3
Who of contemporary Czech lileratum.
Jamslav Seifed is one of Saiivamva’r
“domestic” authors. An anthology of
Seifett’s poetry published thii year has
proved immensely popular with her
customers, who am mostly Czechs living
in exile in the West. But her books Bud
their way back to Czechoslovakia too: in
1981. she published Seifert’s memoirs,
AN t/m Beaulies ofthe World, and a yeas
later, a bowdlerized edition of the book
- minus nine chapters and several
dozen names - appeamd officially in
Prague to mark the occasion of Seifert’s
80th birthday. Them is solid internal evidence to suggest that the 68 Publishers’
edition was the basis of the Prague edition. Thus Seifert’s memoirs have the
odd distinction of being one of the few
books ever to appear in Cach on both
sides of the Imn Curtain.
Seifert has had an uneasy and often
stormy
relationship
with
the
Czechoslovak Communist Party, which
has held absolute powe.r in the country
since 194% As a radical woddng-elass
youth, he joined the party in the early
1920s but was expelled in 1929 becaw
of a disagreement over its policy toward
the arm. By the 1930she had turned his
back on conventional politics altogether
to concentrate on his first love poetry. Ever since then. at key moments
in his country’s history, Seifert has
spoken out loudly and unequivocally in
favour of freedom-of expression. As the
last freely elected chairman of the
Czechoslovak Writers’ Union, he condemned the Soviet invasion of his country, and he was among the first to sign
Charter 77, the Cachoslovak human
rights manifesto demanding respect for
constitutionally guaranteed freedoms.

Seifert’s enormous popuEsdty with a
wide madiug public at home and the fact
that his verse is largely apolRlcal have
made it difficult for the regime to deal
with hi as roughly as it has with so
many other non-conformist writers,
many of whom, particularly since 1977.
have been systematkxgy hammed. jailed, or driven into exile. Until recently,
Seifert has genemily been treated with a
ghtgedy circumspection. His attitudes
have bee” condemhed, but his work has
seldom been bammd outright.
This attitude has carried over into the
regime’s mnbatmssed reactions to the
Nobel Prize. Brief no&m on the back
pages of the daily newspapers were followed a few days later with attacks in the
ofticial pasty newspaper Rudd P&o.
not on Seifesl but on “the attempts by
Westem joutnalists to misuse the name
of our poet in slanderous attacks on his
homeland as part of a psychologkai war
against the countries of socialism.” To
allay mmoum, the Caechoslovak ambassador in Paris denied in Rudd Pnfw
that Seifert had ever been harassed in his
native land, pointing out that his
memoirs had been published, and that in
1981 President Husak had personally
congratulated Sdfert on his 80th birthday - a gesture that implies something
like ofticial blessing.
What the paper did not mention was
that sevual weeks after this gesture according to Czech underground journalist Jiri Otuva - Seifert was visited by
two policemen who tried to persuade
hi to thank Husak puMicly and. at the
same time, withdraw his signatim from
an open letter that had been sent abroad.
S&Pert refused, but shortly afterwards
suffered his fkst heart attack. For the
past few years the police also have been
muthtely confxating unofticial editions

of his books that have turned up during
house searches. C.lXe most recent instance of this took plan only last

August.) And aRet the Nobel Prize wus
OfBciallYannounced, otava says. two
police guards dressed in ordedy’s
smocks were posted outside Seifett’s
door in the Pmgue hospital where he
was b&g treated for a heart ailment.
They took down the names of all those
who wauted to see him and turned away
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uveryonc but Ids immediate family.
In the end, Scifert’s ill health elimiv:ould be allowed lo go lo Sweden to
receiw the prize: it was quite simply out
of the question, and his daughter went
to Stockholm in his place.
Now that the event of the prize and
the prize-giving is over, those who wish
lo read Seifert’s work (and can’t .read
Czech) arc thrown back on those few
until lranslalors and publishers~manage
lo come up with more substantial offcrings. Meanwhile, there is Ewald Oscr’s
rendition of The Plague Cohmn, published in I979 by Terra Nova Editions,
25 Upper Montague Street, London W.
I, Enpluld. The Czechoslovak Arts and
Science Society published a bilingual
edition of the same book in 1980, lranslat.4 by Ly” Coffin. It Is available from
65 Publishers, Id4 Davenport Road,
Toronto MSR I JZ.
The most available work by Scifcrt al
the moment - for better or for worse is a translation of The Casfing of Bells
by Paul Jagasich and Tom O’Grady,
published in a second edition of 3,000
copies especially for the postprize
market by The Spirit That Moves Us
Press in low City, Iowa. I fusl read
about the volume in The New Yorker.
which in its finest Talk of theTown style
told M intriguing tale of the screndipitous events leading from the
“discovery” of Seiferl by a” America”
ma” of kllers in the 1960s lQ the final
publication of the uylslalion - which,
it is claimed, helped tilt the Swedish
Academy in Sdfert’s favour.
When 1 recently came across this edition of The Casdng oJBel/s in a Toronto

book store, I diiovcred a set of
aslcmishingly inaccurate lra”.5lalio”s,
some of them so bad they Iiad come
unstuck fmm the original entirely and
gone blithely off in their own direction.
One example will be enough. The second
poem in the book ends with the
quatrain:
She who had so oflen

The giveaway hcre.$s “Labut.” which
in Czech means “swan.” The image,
then. is not of someonerunning about in
winter improperly shod but of an aging
ballerina, and the verse should read
something like this:

Would that lhe spirit had moved the
publiher lo check the lranrlalions
thoroughly before he put them out. Still.
in a” oblique way. it is a tribute lo the
power of Seifert’s poetry that something
essential can survive even a” incompb
teal lmnsIatio”. The Nobel connnille+
in a generous appraisal of Seifert’s
work. concluded: “He conjures up for
us atiolher world than that of tyranny
and desolation - a world that exists
both here and now, although it may be
hidden fmm our view and bound in
chains, and one that exists in our dteants
and our wivilland our indomitable
spirit.” Powerful words, but they help
lo explain, I think. why Jamslav
Seifut’s poems are so important to the
people who live in Czechoslovakia.
-PAUL \“lLsON

OURREADERS
will notice a number of
the year. I” addition lo wlumns,
chvlges in this month’s Books in ’ departments. feature articles, and inCanada. For one thing, it combines
terviews, future issues will in&de a”
January and February into a single
expanded mid-section, with brief
issue. We have decided lo reduce the
critical noticea of many more books
number of issues in a year fmm IOto
than we previously had been able to
nine so that we wiUbe able lo publish
review.
more reviews and related features
Thcsc, additions to the content
during lhc remaining months.
have been accompanied by some
Although this change means fewer
changes in fcumat and typography
that, we hope, will rcllccl the impmvissuer per year, hs main advanlagc is
ing pmsprxls both of the magazine
that wc now ca” afford lo publish a
aml the readers it serves. Together
greater number of pagea ht each issue
they combine lo ensure that we may
of the magazine. This will allow us
not only lo increase the “umber ‘of
w”linue to pmvidc everything you
rcriws each month but also lo comhave come lo expect fmm Books in
ment on more books while they are
Cmudu. We think you will agree,
still current, rather than spreading
howcvcr, that now we are abk to
bring you eve” more. 0
relatively fcwcr reviews throughout

ASl warra this in Brisbane, I am sufferbxg lhmugh a Queensland winter in
which the temperature seldom gels
above 215~- Celsius. But I recently
came much closer to true suffering in a
place called Ballarat, some 80 kilometres
from Melbourne. It even snowed while I
was there. which can be a bit of a fright
when the central heating isn’t as relined
as a” average Canadian might wish.
Ballamt, once best know” as a goldmining town, now makes its way BPa”
agricultural cenlre and a tcwist attmclion, complete with a pioneer village. I
was braving the wld to attend a conference of the Association for the Study
of Australian- Literature. a feisty group
devoted to maintaining the culture in
fact of Pommics, Yanks, and anyone
else who fails to see the value of the “ational literature - in other words, not
unlike the Association for Canadian and
Quebec Literatures. But, of course,
there arc peculiarly Australian ways of
doing m.
Ballaral is not a major city, and there
is no university there. The.confcre”ce
was held al a college of advanced educalion, somewhat Iike a community mllegc. The reason for this is the old
Australian democratic impulse. ASAL
(that’s “ay+ze.l,” pwwmably to prevent
unfortunate phonetic associations)
doesn’t want lo be a univasily dub but
rather lo include anyone interested in the
subject. Thus. as well as university
teachers and students, there were college
teachers of various sorts. smne highaehool teachers, a “umber of journalists,
and eve” a few just plain folks.
Which certainly suits the anliacademic traditions of Australian literature. There is no Australian equivalent
to the Canadian mind-mass known as
the Learned Societies - that annual
floating dialectic of Iilcril, philosophy,
history. and the like - snd the ASAL
group slays resolutely away fmm the
nearest thing, the Australasian Universities Language and Lilcralure Associalion, which holds a sort of mini-MLA.
One 61 two ASAtitea might give a paper
there. but no +vc.
Of course, it’s all right lo be antiacademic, but what if you we a”
scadcntic? The answer is a few moments
of eonfusion. As in English-speaking
Canada, contemporary critical theory stmcturalist, post-slructuralist, or whatever - has bee” somewhat slow lo lake
hold in Australia. But for the last few
years ASAL has been consciously
attempting lo pmgrmn more papas with
a theore.tical thrust. A “umber of the

I

presentations in Btdlarat had at least a
fc!? momems of this, and although some
mode complaints about “abstruse
bafflegab.” they were well-received.
There were three papers that emphaGzed port-wuentral theory; imerestingIv. they included the two foreigners
iiving papers, one American and one
CawJdian. But the Australian was probably the most important. Andrew
Taylor tcnches at Adelaide University.
but he is best known as a poet and at one
time P member of the Australian Literature Board (in some ways like the writing
rxrio” of the Canada Council). His
wrl; whh deccmstructive readings of
prominent Australian poets such as
Judith Wright and A.D. Hope could do
much to make such theories acceptable
in the Aurtralian context.
The American. Brenda Lyons, who
?a~: B complex and fascinating analysis
of Helen Garner’s ,-ionliey Gr@, provides ylorher side to the picture. In her
cwminatio” of witiy
by Australian
v;omcn her emphasis ls wonten rather
rho” Auumlian. and she would probably admit to knowlw “tore about
Adrienne Rich than Patrick \Vhite. But
she is “or just one more American imperialist, wch BE those who turn our
ivlargaret Atwood into another Yankee
feminist. For one thing. she is studying
Auwalian in Australia, whh a keen
warenes\ of what that means, and yet
she “dmirs that she knew almost nothing
obotu Aunralia” literature when shearrived. She is like a number of otlier
graduate students from around the
\:orld tha I met at the conference uudcnts of English in Belgium, Germany. Yugorlwla,
Italy or even
China - v:ho decided to combine further study with the Australian exprrirnce.
One Other difference I noticed ls that
rhe trodhions of Australian literature are
much closer to literary journalism than
to academic journals. The editors of the
Oz equivalent of Books in Canada. the
Arcmdim Book Review, were promi“Cut m ASAL. and one of them, John
H.mrohan. who holds no academic position. gave a paper. (I wonder if similar
Canadian rituals would make mom for
the academically unanointed.)
Among ASAL people I usually find at
Last a minimal knowledge of Canadian
litcraure. often much more. One of the
prime orgtmizers of ASAL.
Alan
Lawon. just returned fmnt Canada and
intends to take an extended sttidy leave
there in the near future. Two of the
greatest boosters oi things Canadian,
both prominent at Ballaral. are the poets
Tom Shupcott and Judith Rodriguez.
They First rent to Canada when Shapcott won the Canada-Australia prize,
owl haw since made more excursions. It

“Oates turn.5 to a contemporary
novel where her stature as one
of our more po\verful, polished
writers is supremely evident.
Solsticeis a” immediately strikiw
work about the unlikely but
1; compelling friendship benveen
two women.. .
I The novel goes well beyond

’ technique; as an investigation 01
\ fiidship and at it is provocative
1relenti
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is interesG”g how valuable has been
simply sending a Canadian writer to

Australia one year and vice versa the
nest. These individual writers have
established impressive connecdons, both
wiih olher writers and with academics.
Now Ihat Sbapmtl is director of the
Aurtralian Lileraere Board, the Ozside
of the administration of the award, il
will no doubt become still more

imponanr.
Probably the best parts of a” ASAL

~_._______

gathering are the least serious. For axample, the parody night. in which
tremendous efforts and skill go into
making monkeys of famous Auslralian
writers. Or, this year. the melodrama.
The Lo.9 Child, which incorponled all
thegreat Auslralian clichCs,from dingos
and bushrangers to D.H. Lawrence and
Frieda. And then, at the conference ban-,
quel, the Rank Moorhouse Perpelual

Ballroom Dancing Compelifion.
In many ways, the atmosphere of the

---

ning, when the Australian Literalwe
Society gold medal was awarded to the
poet Les Murray. A very large man, he
seemed to remember the recent Olympics in Los Angeles, where the
Australian super-heavyweight lifw,
Dean Lukin. won the gold medal. Like
Lukin, Murray said few words, just held
the medal above his head. How
unliterary. How Australian. How ag

propiiaw..
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If the prime mlnlster addresses the
problem of unemployment, to what destlnatlon
should he address it?

Tc

d

HENI WASin high school, I had a

references to etymology in English

leacher who \VBIgive” lo shouting
at students who \yere exchanging

classes. And the traveller who knows the
Latin coquina, for instance., might feel
equally al home in a Vancouver kitchen,

,, whispers, “Shut up, or &her that,
’ se, out.” There was another who
always put an extra n in dietiona~.
Both of them taught English,
ynong other subjects, and they
v:eren’t all that bad. That was
more than 40 years ago, in a
suburb of OUawa. There was
anorher Enelish teacher. an elderly fit
seemed to-me
then) -spinster who,
according to school gossip, had had a
tragic love affair with Rupert Bmoke. I
was wver able to substantiate that. but
it mighhthave accounted for the fact that
she had a passion for the English
language that probably should have
been s-rated. She was wonderful, and
more than made up for the other two.
And there vzasa fourth who made Latin
furr, n least for one telm.
I rhinl: of the four of Lhemfrequently
when I am wltlng thae columns and
bwailiy Ihe quality of the teaching of
English today. I bnagine the tirst two
would be considered very good now. I
dcwbrbt
that there are many like the third
left. As for the fourlh, well, do the high
schools even teach Latin any more?
I vzishthere had been a fifth: one who
could have made Greek enjoyable for a
year. The tiny glimmering of Latin I absorb-d in those months has been a constant help; a bit of Greek would have
made life even better. Best of all,
though. would have been a year of

la&&?.

That is a serious suggestion. Compar-

ing languages ca” fascinate a student
who might shy away fmm the prospect
of a course in Latin or from dry

or a Naples a&.

the most ch&.

havina come by way
of the Ang&&&n~ &m?.) Tiwe;s
something wry satisfying about looking
Into these relationships, and I think such
a course, w.ll taught. would be invaluable in stirring the interest of high-

school students in their own language.
The question of who would devise
such g course arid who would teach it is
another matter. Since even Bnglllh
courses are now being taught by teachers
who themselves have not been adequatdy taught, perhaps my suggestion is
impWdiCd.

DONALDJ.C. PHILLIPSONof Carlsbad
Springs, Ont..‘wIls me I was wasting
space in my October column when I fretted over compmzd with and compared

lo. “A simple syntactic rule suffices,”
he whes. “There are exact synonyms
for the two most common sy~~onymsof
compare, viz. contrast and liken.
Substitution of either suggests the carrect prop”sill”n [sic], as in conlmslled

with and likened to.”
I do not propose 10 waste much mcue
space on the matter, and I think that this
is more a question of diction than of
syntax, but I appreciaie
the facility of his
suggestion and pass it along for your
consideration. Likened IO I like, but I
suspect that as many people would

-beggingthe question means but go on
using it anyway. It is English for petkio
prindpii. and it refers to the fallacy of
basing a conclusion on an unproved
premise. It is constantly misused by people who think it means m&g the quertion and who fall to realize that they are
displaying ignorance, not erudition.
I wxdd also like to plead with our
new crop of MPs to stop addressing

pmblems. and remind them that to address something is to dhvct it. I don’t
understand the member who will say,
.correclly. that he would like to address a
question to Ihe prime minister, and in
the next breath ask the prime minister to
address the problem of unemployment.
This, of course., raiseS (not begs) the
auestion: t” what destination should he

iddress it?
I would like lo address myself lo the
relatively recent epidemic if abuse of

p/us, but what use is th@x in pointing
out that it does not mean and, and that it
may be a preposition, an adjective, a”
adverb, or eve” a noun, but Lhalit ls not
a conj”“ctIo”.
A scant couple of years ago, I thought

that the trend toward its misuse might
still be young enough to be reversible. It
Isn’t, because some of the shoddllr
advertising copy writers have fallen in
love with the word: “Plus, you get this
bonus set of 48 lifetime&harp pickle
forks. . . .” And when those yahoos set
their sights on a word. you can consider
it permanently debased.

choose the wrong preposition wilh co”tmrted as do with compared.

Al the rate this is happening, I expect
it to be a matter of months before plus
replaces and altogether, and a new

gust -ugg
it grates on my nerves, I
mu going to complain once more about

generation starts to grow up believing
and is short for anode. (You may want
to think about that one for a minute.) 0
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From the Bay of Fundy to the
Gulf Islands, a survsy of Canadian writers
offers some home thoughts from home
Y~RYONE
ws TO live somewhere.
But writers - b&g writers aren’t content to leave it at that.
Recently, Books in Canada pre
sumptuously sent around a blank
piece of paper with the heading,
‘Why I Live Where I Live,” and
invited some well-known Canadian writers to inhabit the white
space beneath. Most gkaily did so,
and we found that there is a”
organic connection between workpnce and work.
Of course, some writers can’1 live
anyrhere Kithoot dreaming of faraway
places with strange - or at least different -sounding names. When she livcd in Liverpool, N.S.. fiction-writer
Veronica Ross (Fishenvomcm, Potterslield Press) felt “a sense of alienation, a

feeling of being perhaps in mile. But from where? My family
came to Canada when I was a young child. We moved around
a lot.” She “used to draw the drapes and pretend I was in
Montreal or Tomnto.” Now living in Kitcheaer, Oat., she has
“fond and deep feelings about Nova Scotia. Feeling a bit
disoriented in a place which was once so familiar. Maybe I
need to feel ‘the stranger’ in order to write? We!U see.”
Oat on Vancouver Island, the poet Joe Rosenblart (Omnibus, Black Moss) somelima gets “rashes of Toronto but this
only happens when I’m asleep. And it usaally.taka the form
of a hot smoked meat sandwich.. . on real rye bread.. . sweet
or hot mustard. . . and a genuine dill pickle is usually asleep in
the background.” In Rosenblatt’s view, the village of Qualicum Beach “needs a deli like Swiwm. . . .I’ Still, the place has
its compensations: “The fishing is fantastic and nobody gives
a damn who the bell you am. and furthermore there’s no
bloody distractions so that the only thing you can do is write.,
contemplate the ‘fearful symmetry’ of trees, and at times think
of fmsh ling cod.”
Kay Hill, the chlldmn’s writer (Olooscup and Hk Magic,
McClelland & Stewarl) thought that she was going “IO escape
the distractions of city life and have more time for writing”
when she moved to Ketch Harbour, N.S.

As it turned out, I grswso fond of villagelife, so cawht up with
houseand gardencare. so interestedin do@ and catsand flowers
and woods. not to mention’anactives&al life, work somehow
got overlooked.In 15 years,I only mnnagedto wrileand publish
one youngpeople’sbiography.a few radio plays, P few a&la
and storiesfor magazines.I beginto think 1 oughtnow to ~SCWC
to the city, to avoid the distractionsof ~untt’y life.
The comic novelist Donald

Jack (The Bandy plrpers.

Doubleday) likes to get to know a place - but not too well, at

least not so well that he is content to stay them all his days:
I always -arch the voluma of 77~ Bandy P@w.mquite
deeply;lookingaroundRussia.for instance.for the threeOFfour
chapterslocated in that country. Similarly. I came to Lindsay
ei@ yearsa9o to gn the feel of a small town in prepamtionfor
the fiflh book in the seiia, Me Too. which is mainly set in the
tinirlour town of Gallop. 01% But lhis is the only exampleof an
organicconnectionbetweenwork and where1live. exceptfor the
obviousone of residingwherethe work is. like the many yean I
lived in Toronto where my publisherwas and where the radio
and TV venueswere- I had 39 TV and IS radio playsprcduced
ova the years.
I feel it is now time to moveon. as l havelivedin LindsayIWF
for ei9bt years.and my houseisprrsentlyup for sale. . . . masIb’
because1 feel 1 am getting. in the words of W.S.. “Stale, flat,
and unpmfitable:’ 1 have neverfelt the nezdto put down deep
roots in a community, but quite often the needto shakemyself
up wbh a dramatic. smnerimcsquite stressfulchangeof scene.as
thls xems to revivea artain drive and enthusiasm.
By contrast, Don Domaoski writes his poetry (The Cape
Brelon Book of the Dead, House of Anansi) in Wolfi4le..

N.S., “because it’s home. This ls where my family has lived
for about 200 y&s, where I was born and raised. A&o because

of the rich history of the place, the land, and the people. The
Atlantic too plays a. major role. I always feel a bit uneasy being
away from the ocean for any length of time.”
Strategically baxd in Sackville, N.B., near the Nova Scotian
border. Diruglas Lcchhead lr/ie P&c Field, Fiddlehead) also
bar hislotical motives for staying put:
p:cx Brunswickand the Maritime have been part or me for
tnox than Xl years.from the time I was cbristcmdin Frederieton PI the age or IFO monthsto everyboyhoodsummeron the
B.xyor Fundy until I arrived in Sackvilleto live pcrmancntl~in
,975. I ~3)’ the Rlatitimes almost in the same breath because
thwz v;crzscvcnyearsin lialirax with my Cape Bretonwire and
my Halirav daughters.The Maritima are Canada’s real East.
and in their own dllniticd way they are now in the rgidstoF a
ren~isratcc.WVmchForit.
,Arriring in Sackville aFter IS years in Toronto was easy. I
wppcd into a wry dirFerentlirc v:ithoutshock.without tremor.
I likeToronto but I love thisplace.Ten minutesto the Fundy, I5
to the NorthumbcrlandStrait. and five minute3 to the subtle.
laoming prcscttccor the Tantramar Maahcs. I began writing
pxtry and pm% about the Tanmmar b&e I MI Toronto and
bw rclt wcure hereabout lirc and writing ever since.Yes. as 1
rcJ it, tlwc is an organicrelationshipbetweenthe placeand me
,hY begxt with ISth-centur)’ancestors. . . to run and hii ra,dormin tbc Tqntnmar Marshesmaking revcrsca&s. . . .

Further inland, the writer and publisher Nancy Bauer
(Fkw Wrke This Down, Goose Lane Editions) and her husband William arrived in Fredericton like latter-dayUnited Empirc Loyalirrs:
My husbandand I came to New Brunswickbecaurewc were
intrigued by it. by the stxmgcenerror having an alien world.
wmotc and unknown.only a Fewhundredmila rmm our home
in New England.When we crowd the borderForthe firstlime in
Dxembu or 19.54.I Felt that 1 had enteredsn amming antiwrld, as ir 1 had steppedinto my doset and found another
hare on the other aide or the clathcs. That senseor the uttfamiliar, or the stnngc - csrcntlalto a writer - bar ncvcrIcR
mc. Wheneva I go to a new tosn here, I havethe sameprickle.
3s ir I had trawlled to Yangi-lilsstu. Lately. the Feelinghas
eucndcd to the wholeor the Maritimcs, to tinding, Forinstance.
Pointe d’Eglise. an Edenic vilkw with the most astoundittg
church. I cannot think that 1 could exhaustthe placer to be
dircowred.
I stw bcrcForwasonsother thanthe twilight-wneatmosphm
- rw the s~rencbeauty. For the isolation, and For the writing
commtteit y. ahays gcncrous-spiritedand enmumging. At
“TuesdayNllht,” an informal witerr’ group Formedin 1967.1
roundhwptivc listenersto my Rction,and I Founda part oF my
subject- peopletelling eachother stories.I have oFtentried Lo
imaginer.vhatmy lirc would havebeenlike iFwe’d not comehere.
V;ould I have witten? I don’t think so. New Bttmwick bar
proved IP be tm endlesslyFertilekingdom ror my imagination
and its inhabitantsan inspiringaudience.
The Atlantic provinces scan to produce not only home

bodies but enthusiastic newcomers. (Anyone who hasn’t lived
there all his life is a newcomer.) R&hard Goal, (The Nemesis
Cos!;et, Square Deal) finds that Prince Edward Island
is the bra or kttowt worlds. . . . In Chtulottetorvnthe slllhtcst
glance. thr slightestnuance or speech, ot indeed silence. Is
dcciphorsblc,and directly reassut’lng.But 1 ptcrer rural P.E.I.
rltc tteevcmFu1quiet stimulates rcading and memoty, and
cmblu, one to wile ror long stretcha. without anxietyor introsion.
As for the peopk,
IF I’ve Im mcmcym chcquc.baokat home, Ivan Kennedy,the
;mial storckccperin the nearbyvillageor Breadtdbane.Is unperturbcd. “Pay me when you cotnc by next time,” he says. IF
thsrc’s a “xvhitwut” and one Is trapped on an impassable
stretch or cSnter road, one simply hz to reach on Foot the _
ncawt fttrm hoax to receiveovernIghtlodgingor. as wc put it.
to br “norm-stayed.” In thisterrirylycctttury thal haakilled by
ur twc humanbeingsthan any other. I rd infinitely g&fUi

to live in one oFthe loveliest.mostdecent.gracious,and clviliFed
parts or Canada. perhapsthe world.
The poet Wayne Wright, (The Girl in Ihe Bmok. Break-

water), is also devoted to Prince Edward Island islands.

and to

Since 1975I havelived on a halFdozenislandsringingthe co&
ncnt or the sea: Mull. Skye, Valctuia. the Anns. Cape Clear.
and a Fewothersmost likely unlbted, the kind that cormomnts
Favouror the monkishscribe who kept their vigils Forthe stone
that rell Fromheaven . . . just about any Island will do.
Wright is occupied creating the “International FOX Hall of
Fame, because for me lhe fox is as vital a bardie symbol as the
Celtic salmon of wisdom.” Then it will be back to
The smeltsrising in the brook every Eestc~,the lupittcscutting
lome id June, the t’lttta.1oF strapping ott my goalie pads in
October. . the insttnrmcnts
oFa pact’searthboundkit. So what
ir I haven’t Foundmy druid or lhe heart yet. 01 pulled oFr the
litcnry TKO or my generation.theresemtsto be time Forall OF
this on my island. . . . A letter rmm anywhereaddresseddmply
“Wayne Wright. Poet, PrinceEdward Island” will ttruallygctto
me. This murt be my home. Somewherein its red topsnil is
buried that ’50s homemadehousetmilerwhere my rdther read
Dick Tracy, my mothn the Bible, and me the Phantom. Downed
smcer or my days.I supper that I IcFta skin tbac. oneor mine.
And every “rowing about” to strangeislandsis my attempt to
behold that skin. the race I had befme I was born.
Cldre Mowat (The Oulporl Pwple, McClelland & Stewart)
has done some mwing about in her time, too. Since she and
Parley “got together” in the 1960s. they have lived in New-

foundland, Ontario, Quebec, and Nova Scotia:‘“In all the
houses and communities I have inhabited part of me is still
there, hovering like a ghost.” Now they divide their year be
tween.PorI Hope, Ont., and Richmond County, N.S., “where

v/ye are dra\vn by our fascination for the sea and all the
creatures who live in it and near it, and by our longing to be
among people who suffer less rromthe malaise that afflicts so
many of us in the post-induhial
world.”
Port Hope . . . Is a pleasanttown, which, by a combinationOF
luck and lobbying,hasn’t swcumbcd totally to acl~ or avphalt
and Bauhausroars. Parts or it look like it belongsto a gentler
.cmtwy. There arc 10.000 paple hcrc- about the rate sizeas
an ancientGreekcity state;enoughpeopleto providea varietyOF
humanconnectionsand a Fewcivilizedpursuits.yet not so many
peoplethat you live tmwng sbangcn. We camehereForthe simple reasonthat my husband’sparent8lived hm. \Ve didn’t intend to stay. It was supposedto be an interludeForus aller the
Newfoundlandyears,while we pond& whichnew directionwe
would take. But we are still here after 17 yeas. It changedand
we changedand our relationshipwith this town Is harmonious.
RichmondCounty.. . has about the samenumberOFp&e
in it 81 does Port Hope but it is a xattcrcd. rural population.
There.are no citiesand only a Fewsmall towns. The peoplearc
mainly Acadians who have lived there. ofr and on. For abottl
three cctuurier. I envy them. ‘l%cy have a certaintyabout their
positionin the schemeor thingswhich city dwellus rarely Feel.I
cannotchangethe ract that I wasborn in P largecity. in Toronto,
but I rmdd not like to live in such J. populousplace again.
Whatcvcr I haw to say to the world throughwriting, it will be
written in rural placeslike these, communitieswhere my Fantasieslet me think I belong.even though I don’t.

Kevin Major (Thirty-& &q~acuw. Doubleday) has no
doubt where he belongs:
I came to the Eastport Peninsulaon NcwFouttdland’sBotmvirta
Bay 10 yearsago to teach hllh school. I no longer teach Fulltime, but havetcmaincdhere. I’m still struckby the beautyand
serenityOFthe area wheneverI return Fmm my Frequenttrips
outsidetbc province.The atca ofrcrsme manythings- a Frlcndly and interestingpeople,the opportunityto Feelpan OFP cornmunity. easyaccessto uninhabitedcoutUry.IsolationFromother
writers. I haveneverwriltctt in any other place.and I’m doubtful
if I could find one better.
One city -

Winnipeg -

seems to be the great good place to
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“Happenstance”
(also the title of one of her nove!s)
brought Shields to Wiaalpeg; her husband Donald took a
teaching job at the University of Manitoba, as she also later
did. One problem she faced
rar linding myself surroundedby whas who were drawing
lheir energyfrom their so-calledsenseof place. Hating l&d in
Chicage, Toronto. Ottawa. Manchesler. and Vancouver, 1
bcgm to prrccivemyselfas a plaeelcssperson,and naturally 1
wonderedif this would affect my impulseto write. It didn’t. I
soonrealizedthat writers.evenin Manitoba, spendmar! of their
lime sitting in little moms with the doors closed, and that il
ma~tercdvery litlIe where they were es long es therewcs a place
in their hecdfthal could be lsggedm legitimateterritory.
It is a fact that I fell immediatelyat homein Winnipg, and I
can only render what perversityhasgivenme an affection for a
cby Iher is flat and land-lockedand which suffers c~trernssof
unperctarc. (By the way, I think it’s better to admir 10 a diflicult climate rather than mutler on and on about the poetry of
snowcrunchingunderfoot.)
There arc a numberof mylhsabout de city. and someof them
arc true. This ir an openand energeticsociety;a fortunateethnic
mix does enlivenand support the arts; ccc=mtricky
doer flourish
and cm be found even in Forl Clarry and Charlesroad; there
don exist a wide-wake cosmopolitanrare that eschewscheap
boosraismand the wearingof cowboyhats.’
I’ve begunlatelyto write sloricpthat crc freer. looser,thoughI
think this is a function of age rather than location. I’ve also
begunto use Manitoba as the setting for smne of the stories.
Whm this meansI don? know - perhapsthal I’ve reltled in
temporarily or perhaps thct I’ve found the gcogrcphical
cquivalemof the “place” in’my head.

Green asks:
Where else could our family paddle acrossIhe river and cook
sapperon the &cial sculpturedgranile to Ihc mar of the repi&
that havcn’l changedsince Pond and Mackenzie had supper
there - or where our so” and daughtercould lbenact a free
mud-slalhmd scenefrom “Quest For Fire” underhot blueskies
with while pelicansriding the thumbIs Or my son end I could
paddlea Precambrianriver for a week in the companyof eagles
and falwns and hock a lish every time we tossedoat c Len
Thompson?
With his family, Green Is a ncu-colonial “carving out a
place for ourselves in the confederation of Canada.” He sits

“writing at the table I built lookhtg out the new nine-foot window 1 cut out of the wall. I can be inside and outside at the
same time - or the other way around. It’s my place/space in
the world to listen, learn, and grow; as a person and as a
writer.”
Unlike Green, thriller-writer William DevereU (7% Dance
4f Shiw, McClelland & Stewart) is “not sure” why he lives
where he lives. He’s joking, of course.

Welsh and Cree, Mennonite. Ukrainian, and Norwegian. these

First. where do I live?I live in an eight-sided,peak-roofedcedar
mandala that the locals refer to with a snide fondnesses the
white man’s tepeeand which is surroundedby (a) Douglasfir.
red cedar, and arbutus frees, lb) an organicgarlic garden. (c)
moanrain bluffs with viewsof VancouverIS milesto the north
and the Olympic peni~ala to the south,and (d) the ocean.which
is ewyrhere beoluscwhere I live is on an island. population
I.000, climaiemild in winter, hot in summer(caclusgrowshere).
rainbll onbhalf that of Vancouver. which is a two-hour ferry
ride away or IS minutesby float plane. my nearestncighbour
beinga half a mile away, tie friendly local neighbourhoodbar
anotherhalf mile away. by the governmentdock wheremy litlle
day-saileris berthed.and let’ssec.tbm arc freshwaferlakesfor
swimming.sheepon the mads. sealsin the bays, wcns in the
eaves.deer in the backyard. bat lacking are mosquitoes.black
flies. marauding wolves. and door-m-door encyclopedia

arc my peculiarmix thmcgb threenovelsto dale. EvidcnlIy they
v.creaulhorizcdby the lint David Williams in BruceCountywho
marriedan Irish girl and begzttIktk David in turn who movedtw
Scskatchewm and married a GermabFrench cmigr& from
Nebraska.bcgetdy my father who marrieda Norwegian. And I
found a lovelyUkrainian girl who promisedto help me shedmy
British heritcgc.So I am culturallychagrined10 find usstill tied
to a nite monarchalficdon, our heed of state not even beinga
real citizen. The only way home, it still seemsto me,,is Lhrougl!
our homegrownlictiona. signposlsto our lost Anglo souls.
Winnip~?. which in mostrespectsir II harbingerof this imagined ccnmIry,is in mother sensea majority cul1urc:Time and
agcin I !ind myself choosing10 live in St. Vital. the home of
LouisReel.that wistful oulrider LOWinnipeg. Of course.when I
was grov.Sy ap en hour or so from Baloche, Louis wcs just
another ntighbour. But Winnipwers lend. for generations, u)

To Williams, artists are “in the business of making private
versions to compel belief and so to create our own communities. I find myself ready in a fourth novel to send a St.
Boniface franwphone in search of his English father in Lao
jardln, Sask., sure sign to me that home must be cha@og. For
all these reasons, I doubt that 1 could have done better than to
liw and teach and wite in this old, insular city of minorities.”
Patricia Joudry (The Selencr 7k,
McClelland & Stewart)
prefers Saskatchewan solitude.
I chooseisokaion (thoughalwaysna enoughto dviliaction to
makecontactwhen I choose)and deadquiet. If thereme sounds.
thcp arc aabn’c’ssouads. At presentI live in a tiny old farmhouse on the open prairie, amid the constantwind. Wlnlers I

_--.-_

The poet Jim Green (Beyond Here, Thistledown) doesn’t
escape winter; he gives it a bear-hug. In the small town of Fort
Smith, N.W.T.. wild-life abounds outside .Green’s log cabin
set in a spruce cleating. “Squirrels haxwst the trees in the
yard. The berry bushes feed us, grosbeaks, whisky-jacks, and
blackbirds. Ravens try to steal bones from dogs. A moose
walked Into town last winter and a crippled old wolf was picking off fat pet dogs for a couple of weeks.”

The University of Manitoba also landed David Williams, a
Saskatchewan boy from a hamlet called Lac Vert who had
graduated from the University of Massachusetts. In his view,
place is inwble
from ethnic background:

be lrom \VinnIpy. Back in Saskatchewan we were all from

._.-_-..~,.._~ ~__ _~__~...~-

spendin the Bahamas.on a lone (seemingly) Allandc shore.with
soundsof surf, scrccchily night birds, the cricket chorus, and
often at night Ihe lropical rain. In both setdngsI em seethe far
distance:prairie or ocean reachingunbrokenlyto the horizon.
Thll long vision ls important to me. Perhapsmost imponanl is
to be able to walk alaac and unobstruc~dly.doing my thinking
and scribblingas I go. It is necessaryfor me to havethis dim
contactwilh Nature, and the oadoors, for my work. This is the
reasonI go soulh and avoid the Canadiantinter. It is not 10 lie
and lazs on a beach.as cvayonc thinks1

novelists Carol Shields (A Fairy Conventional Womun, Mae
millan) and David Williams (The Burning Wood, House of

somepIeceelse, all minorities ssceptfor the l,u)O Wowcgians
around Naicam who didn’t know the hybrid name had a hidden
mecninprin Cree: one who thinks 100 hialdy of himself.

._~
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It’s hard to avoid the truism that British Columbia b
Shangri-La. Take Lyn Hancock. She’d returned home to B.C.
aft.3 a threeyear trip around the world, and became engaged
to a biologist on theii fust date-aboard
“a float plane above
an eagle’s nest on a forested island in the wilderness of the west
coast_ . . .” Hancock nested at MiU Bay on Vancouver Island.
where she spends her winters writing books like Low ,4.&r
wifh (I Cougar (Doubleday).
I am still on the sea with e view of icecapped Mt. Baker and the
Gulf Islands u I was for the years of SeeI and Raccoon and
Cougar and Ape. I am distancedin time and spacefrom those
daysat Island View Beach, bw I still enjoy lbe smneview, both
physicallyand spiritually.

Beyond Hancock’s window sea lions and harbour seals ax a
common sight; a resident great blue heron feeds nearby. The
bay is “ribboned with birds.” But lest we strive to buy 0111this

nature writer, she admits to having the occasional problem
ritb hez property.
One Friday the t3tb the house toppled from a height of 20 Feet
v:irh me in it. Uninsured in such a construction accident, it went
in splinters to the dump. Another house rose in its place but that
bad problems too. But each day brings grist to the writing mill
and thank to a strong sense OF humour and a Feeling OF destiny
or predestination. 1 remain here on the water in.Mill Bay with my
mountains. my islands, my s&
and eagles and otters. Was it

Somerrcr Rlaugham who covered.hir distractions ty walling in
his Gndows? I don’t have the diskpline For that. I live where 1
Iivc because it is my life.
Hancock lives among animals; tbe playwright David
Freeman (Creeps, University of Tomato Press) confesses to
bein: one. He lives in Montreal because
I am a North American human. Vlctim OF four seasons. I must
dwll in an enclorcd area. It serves to keepme warm Fall. winter,
and rpriq. In summer. it Is my refuge From the hot rays of the

sun.

Some may think that I equate myself to M animal. Some may
say that I do not look Farther than my nose. Others may ewn
find thdw view too simple. But I I am asked why I live where I
liw, I cmuwt lie. I may be only an animal in nature.
Ian McLacblan (Helen in Exk, McClelland & &wt),
liws in Ennismark,
Ont. If Freeman is philosophical.
McLaehlao is positively metaphysical. He contributes a poem
called “Meditation on the Canadian Void - Chemong Lake,
19w:

nit attract. Fmoce did, partly because iambilingual, partly
bccausc of the artistic and intellectual stimulation of livine and
working here. The choice of the Boorbonnais wxspure
chance. We [Ford and his wife Theregal happened to find the
pkw we vanted at go affordable price.”
Fair enough. Perhaps the last word should be lert to fictionwita Leo Simpson (KcwdsWsLasl
C/ma, Irwin): “I live in
Mndoc, Ont., bewtse nobody knows how to get here.” 0

Like the early explorers’ maps, John Robert Colombo’s
view of Canada’s literary geography perfectly
dellneates some places but strangely distorts others

Co”2dia” Literary Landmarks,
by
John Robert Colombo,
Hounslow
Press. illustrated, 315 pages, $35.00
cloth (ISBN 0 88882 0739).
~“9 AN WEN~NG of Trivial Pursuit.
reading Colombo’s quirky new reference
book begins as good entertainment.
Colombo has sorted an awesome quantity of material into these pages, and
there are tidbits that will probably surpulse even quite knowledgeable followers of CanLit. 1 learned that the
American poet Elizabeth Bishop spent
her childhood in Great Village, N.S.,
and that John Malcolm Btinnin (who
wrote Dylan Thomas in Am&z)
was
born in Halifax. Brian Mulmney’s bindplacc, Baie Comeau, W&P named after
Napol&t-Alexa”dre
Corneaa, a physician and naturalist who wrote Lirc and
Spm OFIrhelVorlh Shore in 1909. Corn~?tt is one of several French-Canadian
writers who have been immortalii
in.
place-names. English-speaking Canada,
as one would guess, thinks less of its
own wtiters and more of the mother
uountry’s. We have a Shelley Lake, a
Trollope Lake, a Carlyle Lake, but no
Earls Bimey Boulevard. Perhaps they
have to be dead. Or America” - Saul
Bellow, Canadll-born
and alive in
Chicago, has a library named after him
in Montreal’s partly anglophone suburb,
Lachine.
Colombo’s reach is staggering, and
sometimes be does stumble. This kind of
reference book is almost too much for
one mind to prepare. It arrives unfunded
by any arts council and unsubsidized by
a major publisher. So it is very much one
man’s view of Canada’s litetary geography. like the early explorers’ maps
that perfectly delineated some places but
strangely distorted others.
The criteria for eary in this book are
loose and ultimately frustrating for any
reader who expects a definitive eartogmphy. In his introduction
Colombo
describes the work as “a” illustrated
guide to places in the country with
literary associations. . .
The sites
embrace places of birth, phncipal resi-

_

_._.._
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denees,points of inspiration, locales
transformed by imaginative acts, and
final resting placa.” For the author to
include a piece of information “it had to
be either important or interesting.” I
discovered that what is interesting to the
author is not always so for me. Fair
enough. Colombo’s fascination
with
spiritualists and s&n&.-fiction
writers
places them on his map. There are also
many obscure l9th-century poetasters
and pot-boiler
writers who appear.
Though these figures are on the margins
of literature, they do belong i” a broad
and complete encyclopedia of literary
places. But too many important landmarks have been omitted fmm Colomho’s book for me to agrei with his
generosity of squatters’ rights for all
these minor wordsmiths.
Ail major cities. as well as many towns
and localities, are included. The teat is
arranged alphabetically in 12 ssctions,
covering the provinces and territories
from east to northwest. Of the larger
centres, Toronto receives the most satisfactory treatment, though eve” there
I--.--.-.

-

--.----.-.1

some landmarks are arbitrarily ignotxd.
Theatres are give” short shrift. Toronto
Workshop Productions
gets its own
listing complete with address. Tacked
onto this entry is a brief nod to Theatre
Passe Mtille
and Tarragon Theatre,
without any mention of thalr buildings,
both of which are smely more important
than. say, Lac Zola in Quebec. No listing is give” the Toronto Free Theatre or
Adelaide Court. Both operate oat of IP
cycled structures - originally a gasworks and a court house - that are in

cam
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themselves landmarks. Colontbo gives
Toronto’s
Annex neighbourhood
a
separate mention, but does not say one
of the dry’s most famous writers, Jane
Jambs, lives there. I find it odd that
Ma&m’s magazine is covered, but not
the more literary Saturday Night. And
don’t write Larry Zolf at 42 Balsam
Avenue. He lives 20 digits up. But these
are minor flaws in a” otherwise erudite
and energetic literary survey of the c&y.
Slightly less satisfying are the entries
on Montreal. Shouldn’t the boyhood
home of Canada’s best-know” writer be
in this book? Colombo ineludes the
Maison Cormier,
Pierre Trudeau’s,
recently acquired Art Deco torvnhouse
on Pine Avenue, but not -the family
house in Outremont wltb which he was
associated until a few years ago. Gerard
Pelletier,
prominent
journalist.
menmbist, and Liberal politiclati is Mwhere mentioned, “or is Ren6 Ldvesque.
another writer who want into politics.
Leonard Cohen’s graffiti-like poems
“M&a/Please
Find Me/I Am Almost
Thirty,” which remained scratched on a
wall outside The Bistro card on Mountabt Street through the 1960s (by
Cohen’s own hand, according to local
legend), is worth noting. So is Sir Hugh
Allan’s house, Ravenscrag, which now
houses the Neurological Institute of the
Royal Victoria Hospital. Cutiously,
Colombo mentions the institute and its
most famous doctor, Wilder Pentiald,
but not the building. There is not in the
Montreal section the intimate sense of
place that the author achieves for
Toronto.
I found most irrltatbtg Colombo’s
treatment of Ottawa. Politicians who
have their speeches printed are not
necessarily writers, but many of them
before or after their political caxeers
write influential, if not always aesthetically pleasing, books. The same is true
of civil servants. Lester Pearson, for
example, a competent and sometimes
elegant autobiographer, is ignored in the
Ottawa ssction, as is the brilliant
memcdrist Charles Ritchie. Colombo
misses one of the great literary land-
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of Canada when he shuns Laurier
House, cberc Mackenzie King wrote his
later diaries. One can still see the
cramped study at the top of the house
ritb the desk where lG”g worked, suporvised by a portrait of his mother.
IColombo’s interest in the occult, if “or
in politics. ought to have won this room
mendon.) O.D. Shelton, who appears
under his birthplace, Orangeville, Ont.,
as ‘*at Ottawa mandvin in the 1920s
and 1930s” would more appropriately
be lirwd under Ottawa with an acknowlujlgement OF the two polilical biognpbies he wrote, much admired at the
time. In general Colombo shows not
much intwest in political writers, a gap
that hurts the Ottawa section much more
than the rest OF the book.
Again in Otlawa, several theatres go
unrecognized.
The Great Canadian
Theare Company, the Ottawa Little
Thcatre. and the National Arts Centre,
all OF shich h”ve premiered original
Canadian drama and operate From their
own buildings, are unlisted.
An odd blind spot OF this book is its
Failure to credit the architects of maoy
of the landmarks listed, and indeed its
Frdlure to include architectural criticism
as literature. Jean .Claude Marsan, who
has written one of the finest works of
local architectural
history in North
Amwica (translated as Afontrtwl in
E roMonJ belongs in these pages. So do
the architectural historians Anthony
Adamron and Marion MacRae. who
KO” 3. 1975 Governor Geneml’s Award
For their book Hallowed IV&.
The
blontreol architect Percy Nobbs, who
IcFt his stmnp on the McGill campus, is
“II obvious contender too. These are
only a Few examples. My point is thrt in
a volume ostmsibly devoted to literary
landmarks, a knowledge of architectural
hirlory should play some pmt.
On the other hand, perhaps the
author has misna”ted thi book. Its
eccentricities of inclusion and omission
supat
to me that he should have
raaincd the stgle of his earlier reference
boo!:5 and titled this one Coiombok
And the test is not so much about landmarks as about places, often places considerably larger than a single building towts. cities. regions. The title is a little
mialesdinp.
There are personal touches in some
enlrier that make this both more and less
than an objective reference book. My
Faourite example is “Thnins
. . .
v:hot the tow” brings to mind is the story
‘A Little Dinner at Tiimins’s’
(L848),
by \Villiam Molxpeace Thackeray (181 Ils63). in which an easy-going barrister,
Fitzroy Timmins, is induced by his wife.
Ro:a. to 8ivc o dinner-party beyond
their means.” That is not what comes to
“1~ mind, dear w&r. and probably not
mrul:s
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to yours, when we think oFl”tmmins. the
mining capital OF northern Ontario, but
that’s what came to Colombo. It says
more about ihe author than about the
city, and he might retort: why not? Ap
pmached with the aveal that many OF
the entries are similarly arbitrary, Colombo’s new book can make pleasant
browsing. 0

Vile
buddies
By Douglas Glover
Tourists,
by Richard B. Wright.
Macmillan,
180 pages, $16.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 7715 9825 4).
THE ,MPI.IC~T theme or subtext of
Richard B. Wright’s latest novel is
nothing less tha the decline OFthe West
(epitomized by. Anglo-Canadian
good
‘taste), corrupt within and beset by
Americans From rvithoa. Like Evelyn
Waugh. wright is essentially a consezw&e humourist whose characters stand
benumbed,
driven to eccentricity or
madness by the contemporary decay of
values - the \Oad OFplaster lawn ornaments, baton twirlers, and Qhoddy
Broadway musicals.
The pmtagonist-narrator
of Tourists
Is Philip Bannister, a private-school
teacher who belongs to that snotty,
anglophile, mid-Atlantic-accented
class
of Canadian which aspires to drape itself
in Britannia’s cast-off cloak ofgentility.
For spring break, he and his ht’veterately
unfaithful. Australian-born wife, Joan.
journey to Corumd off the Yucatan
coast, where they are befriended by the
Hackers,
a coupIe From Lincoln,
Nebraska, who happen to be stayis in
the same resort hotel.
Ted Hacker is everything that Philip
Bannister hates, a brash. abrasive,
American pill salesman who wears his
poverty of spirit on his sleeve, lies,
bullies, cheats at board games, and hints
maddeningly
at
oare
erOiIC
shenanigans. Driven berserk by the cornbination of Midwest bonhomie, jocular
violence, and sexual intrigue, Bannister
slaughters the Hackers along with his
wife, imnwrhtg thwn in a” underground
storage toont from which their dying
screams rise like “tiu shrieks of the
damned.” The novel doses with Bannister se+xed
to 99 years in a M&at
prison, which seems to suit him just fme
insofar as its order and tranquillity come
close to replicating the institutional cocoon of the boys’ school he left behind.
TourlJls is s cIeve.rly constructed

PmfuseelyilluPlmttid with nostalgic
piotums, FmmtXws~~Co&notonly
fills the reader in on Canada’s
presllgious radio history. It also takes us
on a sentimental tow 01our past.
ISUB:O-B87&147-8
$17.95hartlcwerI8vallable)
ftistdbutedtmthstmdeby
F.IcClellandand Stsuat

SECo881URE
iT~e Wnimal-Wi@ts~onWtwerqf
by Alan Werscovici

The animal-rights mwement has
captured the ublic imagination with the
pa&on .or a crusade. Author Ala”
Herswvlcl pmsenls an analysis al the
background and workings of the animaltights movement in Nonh America and
Eumpe.
ISBU:8-OB15414g4
$12.95paperback(Available) _
Dtstrthutedto tha trade by
l8DDUarketing Sat’~lceslid.
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novd with a form that is satisfyingly circular. The internal structure - the story
line - begins and ends with Bannister
happUy confmed and leaching within an
institution (school-prison). The external
structure - the narration - begins and
ends with the murder. Wright does this
by splitting the stoty line into two parts:
the story of the five days of vccation in
Cozumel leading up to the murder and
the story of the aftermath. Bannister’s
arrest, trial, and imprisonment. Then he
uses the aftermath as c frame for the
story of tbe murder.
By opening with Bannister’s arrest
and confession, Wright sscrlt%.cs the
element of surprise, but what he loses in
suspcnsc he gains in dramatic irony. The
main action unfolds in a series of
reminiscences that, on their own, might
seem thin end repetitive. Yet since we
know these characters a-e about to die,
we observe each speech and nuance all
the more keenly. The reader is driven on
not so much by the desire to know what
happens nwt as by the questions: Why
did he I:iU them? How did he get into
this mess?
Flashes of the humane wit that made
Wti8ht’s cadicr book The Weekend,
Man so justly famous oecuc in Tourists,
but perhaps not with the frequency one
might have hoped for. There is a pair of
delightful maiden aunts who abandon
the Echemicn life of New York to bring
up the motherless Bannister. There is a
moving medilation on the evanescence
of love and sexual triumph cs Bannister
rateher a young hockey player who has
just cuckolded him click his heels in the
snow outside hll apartment. And there is
a line of inspired doltiness when, during
the orgy scene, Bannister becomes suddenly worried over the fate of his pollcadot boxer shorts.
Then, 81x a man awakeningtc finger
bandam, I placedmy hand above my

reaIi.uic than The Weekend Man, and
some readers may count that a weakness. Privateschool instructors cm
stock fuurcs of fun; so cx dumb
blondes, sexually hyperactive Australian
women with horse teeth, and pill salesmen fmm Lincoln - they appeal to the
lowest common denominator of yuks. I
also found myself win&g at the overabundance of out-of-date slang (“old
bean,” “good gravy,” “piftls,” “pmty
poop”). whi+, .I suppose, is meant to be
funny. But dead language is still dead on
the page even when used ironically.
T&r&Is is a prolonged and genteel howl
of rage - the nmntor cxprcting his.
Waugb-like hormr of the bourgeoisie that often turns Into a guffaw or a giggle. But it sometimes canes uncomfortably close to resembling that which it
attempts to pillory. 0

Ill
By A/b&o

Manguel

muntry.
tidies of the House, by Samdra Birdsell, Tomstone Press, 170 PZ&es, $8.95
papa (ISBN 0 88801 092 3’).
ABOVETHE “sboebox of a town” that
Sandra BirdseU sets out to map in
“Moonlight Sonata” (the fourth of 10
stories that make up this book) is tbe
sky, a blanketing Manitoba sky with its
ends tucked in below the ho&on. This
sky not only covers: it imprisons, sets
limits, makes roles. becomes the 84a.w
cage under which Birdsell’s human
specimens burrow. Digging themselves

right ear and realized that I W&Yindced
wraring them on my head. I lack the
gihs to express the happiness afforded
me by this di.wwery.

Best of all is a wonderfuIly premonitory posscgc in which BatmIster’s mad
father is discovered naked in front of the
house impersonating a plaster lawn
ornament in what his aunts describe cs
“a v:itty and pointed statement about
bad taste.” This “statement” (iocidentally. a set-piece expressing the implicit
theme) along with the old man’s incarceration in c mental institution resonctes
throughout
Tou&s and prcpaws the
reader for Bannister’s own fate.
They [the auntslalsc assuredmethat he
[the father] wouldbe far happier in ac
institution. As Aunty Pay said. “The
mad, my dear Philip, oRen understand
thcrc thingsbeua than the rest of us.”
TouNls is more farcical and less

As they watch (from the distance of
memorv. from chlIdhood or middle-se
- the 6id are probably past ccrbtg) th;y
describe what they see. The pathos is
born from the fact that they cre unable
to recognizethis description as the world
they themselves have created. Birdsell
has placed there unconscious architects
of reality between two mbmrs - the
past and the future - and tbcy cast
reflections of themselves ad infinirum,
always unaware that it is their own
image they are seeing. “Why cre you
here?” hisses a woman observed by the
narrator of “Toronto Street.” “What
has thll got to do with you?”
Not only do thzpe characters not want
to recognl& themselves, they do not
want to be recognized by others. And yet
their disguises are tlii:
even children
see through them. In the opening story,
“The Bride Doll,” two &Is play a wedding game in which they do not bellea
“We collected toadstools cud laid them
out on wild rhubarb leaves for the
wedding feast. Do you take tbis man as
your lawful wedded husband? I asked.
Do you take this woman to be your
awful wife? Virginia would say, lcugbing, spoiling the ceremony.” Tbe
ceremony is always spout in BiicIl

deeper and dccpcr into the soil. these
characters create their own reality: a
reality furrowed by customs, delusions,
hopes. AU seem to be waiting for something to happen - a chaoge, a sudden
movement that will prove to them that
they are alive.

The txal wedding that follows in the
same story is also c masquerade. this
time even more poorly d&uised than
the children’s game. “On Lena’s ‘blueblack head. attached with many pins,
was an ivory lwe curtain. Her dress
appeared to be a bedsbeet gctbered ct
the waist with a man’s necktie. The
flowers were plastic and coated with
dust.” And then: “ ‘Pity the poor
thing.’ I thought I heard my mother’s
v&c.”
The children’s game is framed by tbls
wedding, and both are framed by the
relationship of the narrator’s parents,
whose masks are wearing thin. After the
father has tried to level the floors of
their house (to make it “look” right, to
“keep up appeamnca “) by jacking up
the whole s@octure, tbe chIna cupbocrd.
collapses, be
the mother’s last
dishes. “But it wcs all I had.” she saw.
“It was all I had left.”
.
Even the language cssumes disguises:
arguments became soliloquies, dialogues
become letters. “The Bird Dance” - a
undkl&s the incapacity io say tbb~gs
face-to-face.
Confession must be
achieved through a sheet of paper, as If
through tbe l&x-like grating of the mnfessional. This lattice, this veU, is also

see-through, necersary to pltxerve the
intention of good manners, of civilized

behaviour. But even after the veil is
pierced there Is still qo recognition. In.
BirdselI’s world. dlsguiscs are moving
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because they are ineffective.
Deluded, trapped beneath the enormous sky. the characters can still breed
love: oat of surprise (as I” “Dreaming of
Yeannie”i or memory (“Ladies of the
Housc”j or aven desertion. In “Falling
in Love” the narrator has been abandotted by hbz restless lover Larry. Now
she stands on a hiihway after talcing the
wrong bus, thllldng of Larry’s mother
“nd of Satan, the rabbit Larry bequeathed her (” rabbit: the classicalsymbol of sexual love and passive fear).
From her emptiness rises her need, and
from her need the ghost of Larry (or is
he real?) who in the end comes tapping
at her window (as in the country sons)
“nd elopes with her. In “Drraming of
Jeannie” disguise (the young wlfa tries
on a “ev: make-up she hopes will make
her look like Barbara Eden) and deception (the young husband’cheats at his
esams] lead not to despair but to joy. A
few of the stories have happy endings.
The endings (happy or otherwise) are
not really bnponant. For that reason the
10 stories seem like sections of a huger,
ongoing canvas. What counts is that
thw is no outcome: time here is clrcult. like the hlanltoba horlwn. This
characteristic is not limited by .the
borders of the province. I” “Niagara
Falls” the wife. having witnessed the
death of her husband - a farmer intent

The
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on preserving his land - fails, as he did,
to overpower nature. Faced with the
falls themselves (Nature as its own syncbol) all the reader knows is that she will
choose her ow” end, not what that end
will be. The last lines read: “She would
go to sea the falls. She would hold onto
the railing or she wuld let herself go.
Whatever she did, she would do
willingly.”
. It is memory that becomes the source
of truth in these stories - memory,
because it determines reality by creating
the past on which the real world sta”ds.
“It’s strange.” says the narrator-witness
in the title story, ‘What happens to time
when you ca” do that, look at old
photographs like that and remember
dates and events apd people’s names and
the nice things but forget about tnosqoitoes and @n’t mtttember what the
present month is or .wvhereyou went
yesterday.” Memory allows for as many
realities BS there are characters: ln
“Ladies of the House” neither the
grown-ttp nmrator. “or hersalf as a
child, “or her boyfriend as he was then
and as he is now - no”e see the boy’s
father’s illicit relationship as the reader
sees it through their mentory. It is in
these kaleidoscope images that Birdsell
excels.
Rolliig the kaleidoscope is always a
witness governed by the laws of come-
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quencc. ‘:Play with matches, get
burned. Jump off a roof, suffer
gravity.” The typical Birdrell witness is
Ttttda (in “Toronto Street”), who after
leavtig hex husband watches the world
oppostte her veranda: the Chiiese stttdent in the aparbnent block across the
street; a man and a wma” “bathed in a
slice of light as they stepped out from
the house “eat door”; the coftim of a
child - a raninder that lhzda will not
have children, that she willbe the passive
recipient of the world’s mad show.
Ttuda had nothing: Lureen (in
“Spring Cleaning”) had everything.
Both see only through the mirroring
glass placed in front of thnn. Lwcen.
failing to grasp the destruction of ha
own world, is nevertheless fascinated
(and the” disappointed) by Velllcovsky’s
theory of “worlds bt collision.” Lureen
can sea the universe, but not her ow”
small ivorld. She misses her childhood
ceremonies, the Easter eggs, the Pa&a
bread. “Customs give your ldds sontcthing to be depressed about when they
grow

up.”

decrees her friend,

but

Lureen is not convinced. There is some-

thing she misses, and she feelsshemay
her children out of
memories. Customs: an established
history, nothing like the step-by-step
reality that she (like aJl Birdsell people)
has had to build.
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Birdsell’s anthropological eye serves
wll the study of mankind she has set oat
to wile. There are “o judgements in
there chronicles, no author’s morals.
The wiling is smooth, paved with
down-to-*:arth images that make use of
her chuactcrs’ ow” voices instead of the
voice of a superior Author. The author
renmins aloof, but_moved, concerned.

and nevertheless silent. There is gentle
.patience in. her descriptions, the
methodical thoroughness of a goodnatured god who loves her children. A
few of her characters appeared i her
previous wllection, but that is &de
vant. Each story addresses a new issue,
as wide as the story itself. Thepe pieces
cannot be labelled according to themes

“greed,”
“dissatisfaction.”
“revenge; “despair,” “contentnxult.”
They are all there, but interwove”.
mloured by the grey of that enormous
sky, ever-present. This richness alone
makes Ladies qflhe Howe a remarkable
achievement, and eonfinns Birdsell’s
position as one of the best short-story
writers in the language. 0
-

In yoking imaces of innocence with a
frankness, some young adult novels can
satisfy readers of any generation

grdwn-up

I~~RANREFOR adolescents, like
the state of adolescence itself, is
hard to place in simple categories
for classification and discuaion.
Stuck somewhere between adult
fiction and stories written ior people who are clevly still children,
these books, labelled “juvenile”
or “you* adult.” present contradictions even on the surface.
They are packaged to appeal to
youngrters. Their jacket covers
arc w-catching in obvious ways. colourful and representational. The illustralion usually shows a” attractive
tee”ap couple. looking either blissfully
happy or broodingly romantic. Often
the text is presmted in a large-print,
short-chapter format. They are rarely
more Iha” :a0 pages long.
This rimplicity of visual presentation
seems at odds with the frankness of
much of the langoage and the complexiI)’ of many of the epidsoda described.
Of course, adolescence is a complex
period of life, and the best and most
sensitive of these stories make good use
of a straightfonvard. economical approach to deal directly with dl the highly
charged emotions and critical decisions
asrocioted with these years of maturing.
Kevin Major’s Thirty-six Evpos”res
(JJoubleday, 156 pages, $14.95 cloth)
enhances the reputation earned by his
previous books for honesty and pemption in wiring about young people.
With Lorne. his central character,
Mqior presents a convincbtg portrait of
a boy in tmnsition - almost free fmm
the tics of childhood, almost a” adult
and on hll own. Lornc is in bis last few
wcks of high school and much of him
has already grow” beyowl the small
Nev:foundland outport where he has
lived all his life. At the beginning of the

book, he climbs to the lookout above
Marten, his tow”, so that he ca” look
down on all of it, getting a total view,
putting it in context for himself and for
the reader and at the same time, actually
cm ;;mbolically, dlltancing himself
Lor”; is a photographer, and his
camera provides the framework for the
book - 36 exposures, 36 episodes in
Lorne’s story. Mostly they focus on his
relationships with friends, teachers, and
family, but they also include glimpses
deep inside Lome through the intensely
personal poetry he secretly writes.
These last weeks of school should be
easy ones for Lome. He is bright, virtually assured of graduating with high
marks, and his family is in a position to
send him to university if he decides to
go. His future is open. promising, filled
with many possibilities. unlike that of
Trevor, his brash and seemingly carefree
classmate who expects to remain in
Marten, tishlng like his father, hoping
for enough weeks’ work to draw unemployment insurance.
But Lome seems to seek complications. With mixed motivation, he leads a
dass revolt against a” old-fashioned and
rigid history teacher. who is only weeks
away from retiranent. This gains Lome
considerable status among hii peers, but
puts hi academic record in jeopardy,
much to his parents’ concern. Howver,
what his parents feel no longer has any
positive effect on Lorne. He has become
an uneasy boarder in his home, is ititated by bls family, and sees thdr wdlmeaning advice as interference.. He
spends more and more time with Trevor.
whose social life involves cars, girls,
drinltmg, and smoking up. At the same
time, Lome develops a relationship with
a new girl-friend who is both sym-

pathetic and intelligent, hot his deepening fcclinm for her complicate, rather
than ease. his life.
Still, things seem to move smoothly
forward for Lome; he will graduate and
leave Marten easily behind. But the”, on
the night of his graduation party, a
violent accident throws his life into a different focus and he begins to realize how
events can have consequences reachbtg
far into his future.
Another stbry about trying to leave
home is Snow Apples, an impressive fti
novel by Mary Razzdl (Groundwood,
160 pages, $7.95 pap&). Sheila Brary is
also in her last year of hi school. But
in this story, set on Vancouver Island in
the period immediately following the Second World War, Sheila has to fuht to
continue her education and to fultil her
ambition to become a nurse. She is the
only girl in a family of five children and
very much at odds with her mother, a
woman totally dissatisfied with her own
life. Mrs. Bmry, battling poverty and attempting to raise her family with little
help fmm her philandering husband,
bitterly asks Sheila at one point, “Why
should it be any different for you?” She
sees “o reason for Sheila to finish high
school and no reason for her to expect
anything other than early marriage and a
lifetime of demeaning work.
But Sheila has more than her mother
and this restricted view of women to
overcome.. She is attractive and admittedly boy-crazy. Almost inevitably she
becomes pregnant, and must decide on
her own what to do. At this point the
story becomes less credible. Sheila has
been presented as a sensitive and pwceptive perso”. She is only 16 years old and
has had a Roman Catholic upbtinging.
about what t&ho,

&d tier decision
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xrms to lx neither difficult “or painful
to make. She will - and does - get rid
of the baby, and the description of her
self-induced abortion is graphic and
dirturbin~. Then. after a brief period of
mourning. Sheila’s life continues in the
direction she rants, leaving the reader
eirh the uwomfottable feeliy that such
a harrov:ing event should have had
grcatcr physical and unotlonal aftercluccts.
Xnncrs is Imother good first novel,
by i\lw-Ellen Lang Collara O&stern
Producer Prairie Books, 130 pages,
57.95 piper). The Is-year-old hero,
Jordy Threebears, has a different problem; he is”‘1 leaving home but frying to
~etorn. Llnril he was seven, Jo& lived
on Ash Creek Blackfoot Reserve in
Albxta. But after his mother was
murdered by a drunken white man aad
his grandfather sent to prison for an act
of reo.9eance. Jordy lives in a succession
of foster homer. After his grandfather’s
release they are reunited, but both man
and boy have years of bitterness and
lonclinetr to overcome.
Their mutual love of horses draws
rhcm together and also forces them into
contact with others who are willing to be
their friends. Jordy’s grandfather gives
him a v:ild mare for a Christmas present
a”d he gentler her and learns to ride. At
the clbnw of the story, Jordy and his
mare enter a” exiting and exhausting
IOO-mileendurance race. trylng to prove
@“rt all odds that they can be win“LG.
Pehel, in Nobody Asked Me, by
Elizabeth Brochmann (Lorlmer, 182
pies, $12.95 cloth, $5.95 paper), also
struggles to belong. She has been raised
on a” isolated forestry station in the interior of Vancouver Island with only her
parents and imaginary friends for cornpany. Then suddenly, when she is 13,
her ptuents go on a trip, leaving her on a
mainland coastal village with strangers
- independent and brusque Aunt Ev,
her mother’s best friend, and living
nearby in a marvellous floating house,
Uncle Shmky: shabby, eccentric. a
bouncer at the local dance. hall. and the
family black sheep. Feeling lonely and
insecure, Rachel tries to match up Aunt
Er and Uncle Sharlry, but he Is much
more interested in the buxom, redhaded ticket-taker at the dance hall - a
woman, Rachel feels sure. with a “soiled
reputation.” Rachel is dlltorbed and
jealous unti1 she is diverted by a new interest, her growing friendship with the
ticLet-taker’s nephew, a H-year-old boy
who is also lonely and in need of friends.
Sobody .4&d &fe does not make as
hard an impact as Brochnmnn’s firs1
novel, ll%uf’s rhe Mailer. Girl? Still, it
is very pleasing, a whimsical and sensitive investigation of a young girl’s feel-
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ings as she starts to be independent and
to see herself and her family In a new
perspective.
Kevin Major bar objected to being
labelled “a young adult novelist,” contending that any good novel, regardless
of the age of its main charactem, should
be able to stand on its own. These four
books support that contention. They
look like - and are - books intended
for the’ adolescent market. But they
needn’t be restricted to that category.
They are worth looking for in the
“young adult” sections of book stores
and Libraries.bemuse they all have some
thing to offer any mature reader. 0
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Eldorndo: Canada’s National Ura“iam Company, by Robert Bothwell,
University of Tomnto Press, 470 pages,
$24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 8020 3414 4):

House of Anansi Press
35 Britain Street, Toronto,
M5A lR7
*

TtiHIsBOOKis a” excellent example of
what a corporate history should be. But
it is also much else. It is a perceptive snd
lively accoont of how public policy is
made. As Bothwell rightly not&s, “The
hlstoty of Canadian uranium mining is
the story of a highly political, if not polltic&d, industry.” More precisely,
Eldmdo offers not only a first-rate
account of the origins and growth of the
Canadiao uranium industry but also insights into the mle and management of
crow” corporations - state enterprises
that have gradually developed a peculiarly Canadian character. And such
insights are not simply historIcal; Bothwell’s observations should be in the
minds of all those in Ottawa now co”ternplating the role and management of
crow” corporations in our economic and
social future.
Bothwell, one of Csnada’s leading
politIcal historians and the co-author of
C.D. Howe’s biography (admirable
preparation
for the writing of
Eldorado), has surmounted a difficult
clmllenge: in plain English he makes the

technlcal side of uranium mining and
refining and marketingintelliible to the
layman. As a result. the general reader
gains a major insight into the constant
interplay of the technical dif!lilties and
limitatlorts of uranium production, the
military allllnce interests of Canada,
and the methods by which Ottawa
sought to give exprwsion to those interests in the creation and the daily
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Topics Include:
0 Creatingond developingodglnol chom,ctes
0 Key struauml devices
0 Effectivescenewriting
d Marketingyourscreenploy
0 Getting ond working with on agent
0 Working outslde the Los Angeles oreo
Michael Houge Is the President of his own independent Hollywood productlon compony- Hllltop ProductIons.He Is also wrrently the Staff Producerfor Robert Guenette Productions.Previously, he was the Dlreaor of
Creotwe Affolrs for Zev Omun piawes, where he developed the motion
picwres lhe Rig’ and ‘Chromium Yellow’. Prior to that. he worked as
Executive Story Editor for Henry Joffe Enterprises where he portlclpatedin
developingmoviesfor televlslon.These lnclu ed: ‘Aunt MoF/. stdnlng Jean
Stapleton,and ‘When She Was Dad’.starring &eF/I Lodd.
MJd~oelHouge has conduaed screenwrltlng semhors In more thbn
twenty cities in the United Storer. His two-doy semlnor offered ot Seneca
lost year was on ostoundlngsuccess.SenecaIs pleased to be able to offer
this programonceogoln.
JUNE 1 and 2.1985 $125.
SenecaCollege,Newnhom Campus,1750 Finch
Ave. East. In North York.

Seneca’s Markham InformatIon Cenue provides a wide seleaion of
micmcomputer courses. Wordprocessing programs offered Include
Multlmote and Wordstor. Each student has their own IBM Personal Corn-.
purer to learn on. Step-bystep InstructIonis given, and closes ore Ilmlted
to a maximum of 15 to et-eweeach porticlpont receiveslndiiuol otter-r
tion.
Evening Courses- OSwell OS one-doy workshops - will be held ot the
MARKHAM INFORMATIONCENTRE, 8525 McCowonRood. in Markhorn.
OTHER PROGRAMS FOR WRITERS OFFERED BY THE CONTINUING
EDUCATIONDIVISION OF SENECACOLLEGE INCLUDE,
0 Freelowe Wrltlng 0 Geotlve Wdting
For more lnfonnotlon.

toll the ContlnulngEducotlonDhrlslonat 493-4444
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The heroes of the story are, in a sense,
the tv:o pioneers of radium and hence
urvlium
production in Canada, the
brothers Charlie and Gilbert LaBine.
Farm boys from Renfrw, Ont., with
limited formal education, they sought a”d found - on the shores of Great
Ecu L&c the pitchbknde fmm which
the precious radium could be refined.
They wer? not searching for urtmium (it
v:ils only e” unwnted by-product) but
mrher for mdhun. prized for iu ability
to treat certain inoperable
cancers.
Europe and the BeI&” Congo had
hhlarto bee” suppliers, but Great Bear
Ld:e. despite its inaccessability. had a
radium concentration
that would, in
time. make millions for the brothers and
Canada B prime source for both peeceful
and military uses of uranium.
Through the 1920s and 1930s the story
of the LaEines’ Eldorado Mining Co. is
ixcinting
enough. BP the brothers
~~orlxd to mine, refine, and transport
their precious radium from the North\:‘cP Territories to their distant markets.
The story. howcvcr. becomes yet more
dramatic v;ith the advent of the Second
V!orW War. In mid-1942. the British informed MacKenzie King of the AngloAm&ml development of a ‘~eapo” of
immense destructive force.” Uranium
va the esrential element in the produe
tio” of tbc atomic bomb and Eldorado
\:‘a the principal source at hand for
uranium. Given the importance and
mapnitudc of the atomic bomb project,
iris not surprising that Ottawamoved to
secure that source-and
did so by soon
nationalizing the LaBines’ company.
The U.S. and Britain vxre in the
market for all the uranium
that
Eldorado could produce: to mine it,
scarce raourcer both in material and
me” had to be diverted from other pressing wartime needs; and ultimately the
security of the Allies ws seen es resting
on its sure supply. I” these circumstances, Ottavm reached the not surprising conclusion that the company could
not be left in private hands. Eldorado
rould have to join the growing ranks of
crow:” corporations which C.D. Howe
vxs fostaing to meet the military requirements of both Canada and its
allies. Eldorado became n crown MTporation in 1912 (although Howe made
the fact p”blic only two yecrs later).
When the war ended, Bldomdo wes a
flourishin:. crow” corporation,
w&
managed and full of promise for a postvw world where nuclear energy might
play a” increasingly important - and
peaceful - role. The Cold War, howew, created eve” greater demand for
Canadian uranium a the U.S. embarked upon e major v:eapons expensio” race with the Soviet Union.
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Umnium was readily available only from
the Congo and Canada, and during the
1950s the U.S. would buy just about
every pound Canada could produce.
Thii meat, in turn. increased exploretio” and expansion
of Eldorado’s
facilities, including a new mine at
Beaverlodge in northern Seskatchewa”.
“While the going was good, it ws
very good indeed,” writes Bothwell. “1”
that whole period, 1946 to 1957, Howve
did rmt stick his hand into the compeny
to change any particular aspect of the
company’s business. It was up to the
board of directors. . . .” But with the
echievcmat
by the Americans of their
of &nit&
sources elsewhere,
from dldorado dropped off sharply.
Once a principal Canadian
export.
uranium disappeared from among the
leading minerals, snd the prospects were
for a sharp decline in the crow” corporation’s pmduction. profits, and employmen1 levels.

Bill Bennett. C.D. Howe’s first executive ,assist&
who had become
Bldorado’s
president,
recommended
privatization and diversihation.
Howe
was enthusiastic, but the 1957 election
brought the Conservstives to oftice with
“tore immediate priorities. Howe was
out, the Conservatives in end. es 1960
brings Bothwell’s account to a close, the
future of Eldorado is at best problematical es the few rwnaining co&acts are
stretched, pending some anticipated
relief from the demands of a growing
nuclear electricity generating industry.
One wants more, but Bothwell’s mandate extends only to 1960. It is gratifying
his talent will now be applied to the yet

more daunting task of writing the
history of Atomic Energy of Canada. If
AECL’s history is es perceptive, good
humoured,
and well-written
as
E/domd~. Bothwell will have set new
standards
for Canadian
corporate
histories. 0
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Taking
sides
By Desmond Morton
Prairie Fin: The 1885 North-West
Rebellion,
by Bob Reel and Rod
Mccleod. Hwtig, 384 pages. $19.95
ctoth (ISBN 0 88830 262 2).
R%erdlrrs.of how they s”wtcd. prairie
tiru wae lrrilying in their intensity
and very difficult to stop once they had
taken hold. ARa e brief but dcstructtve
rampage, they would stop as quickly as
they had arisen.
TH”~ 1~WAS,deim Beal end Macleod, in
1885. Some carelesrngs
end incompetence, some bad luck and a few acts
on both sides es deliberate cs sctti”# a
match to dry gmss, and the ptabie ftre
of rebellion roared across the Canadian
Northwest. Then, only sewn weeks later
ct Batocbe, the flames were out. Lii
other prairie fms, few lasting traces
marked the peth of the tlanw; the permanent scars were hidden in the psyches
of the vanquiphea end the victon.
In e year in which authors, publishers,
and booksellers will ell be straining to
exploit the centenary of Louis Riel end
his lest, tmgic exploit, readera should be
grateful that the fust major book to
appear will probably be the best. Beal is
an accomplished Edmonton journalist;
Macleod is the author of the best book
on the North West Mounted Police.
Their collaboration uu~urcs smooth iP
undramatic prose, and c grcsp of
sources thst have grow” exponentially in
the pest decade or more.
Having made my own contribution to
the Riel industry some 15 years ego, I
celtainly welcome a s”ccMor. Thanks
largely to accursed federal dollars, the
study of native end M&is history hcs
become c massive and remunerative
activity. If Sii John A. Macdonald had
lavished only a smell fraction of the
money made available in the Trudeau
era on ,Riel and his foUow.rs, there
“d&t wcU have bee” little to study.
Instead, the greatest cchievunent of
Confederation - a Camdie” dominion
from sea to sea - wcs fated to have its
ugly underside. The great railway wcs
completed end Canada’s destiny wes
made manifest, but the effort overstrained the Dominion’s fmces
and
her talent and humanity too. For the
native people and their M&is cousins.
there were only mea” egreements and
eold-hearted or inept officials to enforce
them.
I” outline, the story hes bee” told
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before. Indeed. half a century ago, in
Tl~e &I/I of I’ecrern Canada, George
Slanlcy established the conventional
view that the Rebellion of 1885 was
largely Ottawa’s fault. What Beal and
Madeod have done is to present the
most detailed and careful account of the
grievances of native people, M&is, halfbreeds, and whites so far offered to a
non-specialist readership.
It is a story made more fasclnattig by
a” incredible cast of charatters, from
the noble Poundmaker to Tom Quinn,
the half-breed Indian agent who pre
fcrrrd death to the indignity of surrend&w govemmcnt bacon. Among
bizarre fgwes in the drvna is B&l’s Ontario Protestant admirer, William
Jackson, content to sacrifice his religion
to please the M&is leader but not his
convictions BP a Single Taxer. Riel,
himself, has been moved fmm centre
to depict the rebellion as-a collective
effort. The astonishing and ultimately
fatal M.Ietlsinaction after Duck Lake,
claim Beal and Macleod. was not so
much the result of Rid’s kadership as of
the traditional defensive tactics with
which the M6tis had worsted their
India” enemies in earlier prairie battles.
Such a” inlerpmtatlo” does some
dunage to Gabriel Dumont’s reputation
as a 8uerrllla fighter. While the old buffalo hunter persuaded hls biographer a”d most historirans - that he had
pleaded for the right to attack the
advancing Canadians, Beal and Madeod
tind no evidence amidst the endless
minutes of the Bxoveda!e, Rid’s council. Like other old soldiers, perhaps Dumont was being wise after the went.
There v,ere, of MURC. many old
soldiers after 1883, some of tbe”l we”
mire imaginative than Gabriel Dumont.
Perhaps because Msdeod has edited
several such reminiscences, he seems to
accept the views of some Canadian participants as more tha” wlour commentary. Now and then Canadians have had
difficulty being fair to the elderly redfaced commander who saw the NorthWest campaign to a” unexpectedly early
conclusion. General Middleto” - “Old
Fred” to his men - was the.spitting
image of David Low’s creation, Colonel
Blimp. Real people are more wmpla
than cartoons. Middleton was pompous
hut he was also shrewd, enterprising.
and more concerned for the lives of his
citizen soldiers thvl the Canadian p&Iclans who acted as militia colonels.
Like the troops and most historians,
Beal and Madeod also ignore the incredible logistical difficulties of the campaign. M”ch of the solution was
provided, at a price, by the Hudson’s
Bay Company. Unlike the Canadian
Pacific Railway - which, the authors
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awee. was superfluous - the enormous
sippi; and &port
organization of
“The Bay” was probably the single most
decisive factor in the cunpalgn.
I” these conservative times, historians
some day may balance the prairie
perspective of Beal and Madeod with a
more sympathetic view of Sir John A.
Macdonald and hll agiw colleagues,
beset with conflicting advice from oftidais, missionaries, and interested pollticians - to say nothing of the mom
immediate problems of a nationwide
recession, a stalled and bankrupt tram
continental railway, and menacing
honkers. A century Iater, governments
are not above slashing the welfare
budget in the name of fiscal restraint.
Meanwhile, readers of PrmiieFire can
take pleasure in a book that retlects the
best of current scholarship. Old myths
and won - including some 1 have
unwittingly repeated - have bee” firmly
but tactfully suppressed. A great deal of
nonsense about Rid’s trial and eaecution is nol even given the credence of a
refutation. The tndy shocking miscarnaga of justice in the trials of the native
people are belatedly exposed. This is a”
excdlent book. It will be suptwded but not soon. 0
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By H.C. Campbell
PIrates and Outlaws of Canada
16104932, by Harold Honvood and Bd
Butts. Doubleday, 260 pages, 819.95
cloth (ISBN 0 385 18373 9).
NOTKNOWN
for adventures outside the
law. Canadians can now turn to a new
should add spice to the blandness of
their history. In Pirates and Oudaws of
Canada, Honvood and Butts have
stayed away from the true nastlea - the
PLQ bombers, the killers of the Beothok
Indians of Newfoundland, Clifford
Olson - and instead concentrated on
the quaint ruffian, the strong, in some
eases heroic, man who for one reason or
another dmse to live beyond the law.
these I& seem to l&e at l&&equality that you could enter into the credit
column. Here are some of them.
John Phillips. during eight months in
1724, ran down a”d captured 33 fiShi”
ships on the Grand Banks. Yet he with
four other pirates signed a pact that pro-

vided for compe”saLon to those crew
members who lost Iimhs In battle and the
death penalty for aqy ma” fouhd raping
or molestl”g women.
Bartholontew Roberls, “The Puritan
Pirate,” sailed and looted in the seas off
Newfoundland, Africa, and the Carobbear In addition to keeping an entire
orchestra on board, Roberts showed the
outward signs of a religious msix He
would call the cmw together for nightly
kadayofrest.
Simon Girty, a” Irish immigrant
brought up by Indians, shifted from one
side to another in the America” War of
Independence, working as a” interpreter
and guide. He finally defected to the
Biitish in Canada, but is best
remembered as a sadistic partlcipanf at
the torture of the American hero. Col.
Willlam Crawford. The authors cast
suspido” on the extent of Girty’s involvement wRh the torture, preferting to
emphasize his kindness to American
prisoners. especially childx.“.
The man who personifies best the
hero/outlaw<is Bill Miner, an America”
who spent most of his lie in prison and
gained notoriety and sympathy by
robbing CPR trains. He was a bandit
with’ manners; he dealt wivith
his v&ns
politely and often let them keep personal
property.
These are all men of courage and
daring. Their deeds iook them outside
the law, but there is something that compels us to forgive their eriminallty. They
lived in harsh times or perhaps came
from deprived backgrounds. They am
portrayed as me” you “@ht like to have
over for dinner.
It takes time to age a ainto a
folk heso and sometimes the b you
know the better the story.
The Mad Trapper of Rat River was a
man surrounded by conjecture. Better
yet, he was an expert woodsman, a crack
shot. and a ma” with stanxbmto rival a”
entire Everest expedition. II is 1932 and
the Mounties have a man’they believe is
Albert Johnson trapped in a fordfEd log
cabin on the Rat River, 100 or so miles
fmm the Beaufort Sea. It is a” Arctic
January. They keep hi under a hall of
rifle tim, throw a few slicks of dynamite
and fmally lob a four-pound bundle of
the stuff at the cabin. It blows the roof
off the cabin and caves in three walls.
Sum that Johnson is at least wounded,
the Mounties approach the ruin. only to
retreat under a barrage of gunfire.
By now the Mounties have to regroup
and’ Johnson begins a month-long trek
through the frozen Arctic. Unable to
make fires or shoot game, Johnson
eludes his trackers, dogs. and aircraft
surveillance with amazing guile..Flimlly,
he slips up and instead of outmaneuver-

..a

in8 his pursuers by backtrackl
he’ends
up facing them. outflanked and outgunned. The body ls searched but all
that is found is $2,000 and tive pieces of
gold dental work. No papers, nothing to
indicate his identity.

One of the more flamboyant characters in this collection of rogues is a
ma” who broadcast his identity and
dezds with pride - Bill Johnston. The
best-known of the pirates of the Thousand IeJandr. Johnston used the excuse
of tryins to bring Canada into the U.S.
republican fold after the war of 1812 to
make his forays legitimate. In the end,
he was pursued by both the America”
and Canadian authorities. His preferred
ecrrel of attack was a 28-foot boat
powred
by 12 oars and cheerfully
painted black with a yellow snipe on the
outside and a brillllt red on the inside.
“He swt88ered about vritb six pistols
and a Bowle knife tucked in his belt,
ready, as he boasted, to take on all
comers.” Johnston spent ii mouths in

jail for his exploits. the” retired to live in
Clayton, Nev: York, until the age of 88.
Horwood and Butts have at times
stretched the defmitio” of Canada to include in thll readable collection some
rogues of indefinite nationality. It is
natural in a book covering 300 years of
history to find informational gaps, but
to the credit of the authors uncertainty is
portrayed as such. Tbey have not
resorted to devices to ffi ln the holes for
the sake of the narrative.
But why did the writers stop their inwsti~tions
with 1932? If perhaps they
are planniy a sequel of modern pirates,
I mi8ht suggestthey start on the night of
Jan. 18, 1917, when Parliament debated
and finally passed a bii to introduce personal income taY as a “temporary wartime measure.”
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Robinette. without doubt the best Canadian lawyer alive (and maybe even
deceased),
comes across as rather
wooden and eve” unfeeling. You know
it can’t be true. No one could handle as
many files as he has, fmm the lowliest of
criminal cases to the loftiest of Charter
challenges without having developed
considerable
personal, philosophical,
and political views and insights. But
until the end of the book we have a herd
time Ending these.
Robinette the lawyer. es bwyer, takes
up most of the book through an exploration of his major trials. At times, the
book resembles a case book on not+
worthy criminal and civil trials - good
reading,
but not exactly
about
Robinette. A full 47 pages ls taken up
with the Evelyn Dick murder case Evelyn’s life and loves, her parents’
lives, her lovers’ lives. Another 22 pages
is taken up with the Stephen Suchan
case: Suchan was the first of Robinette’s
clients to be hanged for murder. Again,
in the context of Robinette’s co”ra8eo”s
battles we get little sense of Robinette
himself.
Arthur
Maloney,
another
famous defence lawyer, worked with
Robinette
on the case, defending
Suchan’s co-accused. In one paragraph
alone we get a fuller picture of the complexity of Maloney than we have for the
first 115 pages of Robinette:
lMslo”* ws] a Cousewuive member
0F parliament representing TorontoParkdele For Fiveyears; a beucher of the
Law Society OF Upper Canada during
Five Four-year terms . ,. . . Two strokes
slowedhim down in the early 1980s.and
in rexat years hespent less Fimein mm-t
and more time atlending to his 350.acre
Farm, his wliccdon OFCanadian books
rafi;;
Fsscinalion in the Miracle of

0

When the death sentence was pronounced, Maloney says to Robinette
“Y’know John, you never had a man

hanged before. Well, you will be a better
person for it.” Robinette pauses to think
about Maloney’s line. “Arthur’s a senti-

mental Irish philosopher, but I think he
was right about what he said. You lose a

BobincIte: The Dean of Canadian
Lucyem. by Jack Batten, Macntillan, illustrated, 256 pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN
0 7715 9802 5).
IT’S .a SH+.MEthat the epilogue is not the
Erst chapter of this book. Since it’s not.
I \:o”ld suggest that auyone readiy the
book look there lirst, because it and the
ninth chapter. “The Robinette Touch,”
are the only ones that give some feeling
nnd depth to the man. Until then, J.J.

case like that, lose the man, and you
probably learn to have more sympathy
for people. Maybe it all makes you a lhtle more human.” It’s almost as if he
hadn’t been “human” until then; of
course he had. but Batten had hidden it
well.
In another matter, where Robhrette

had successfully acted for the federal
government in haying the Jehovah’s
Witnesses denied status as a religion ior
purposes of exemption fmm military
services, Glen How, the indefatigable

lawyer for the Jehovah’s Witnesses bitterly says: “Robinette took advantage of
the prejudices a8ainst us . . . . He’s a
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fine counsel; but in this case, there was
only one thing he was doing as far as I
was concerned, and that was lhe Liberal
government’s dirty work.”
Batten
reports that Robhtette’s reaction to this
accusation was simple: “He was acting
for a client which happened to be a
department of the federal government
and he based his points in court on the
law as he found it.” It’s hard to believe
that Robinette had no stronger feelings
about the historical conflicts and problems of tbe Jehovah’s Witnesses; a bit
more prodding on the part OF Batten
might haveuncovered those. Robinette’s
tn#c feelings might have nothing to do
with his job as a lawyer (the accepted
law school doctrine is that true feelings
are even counter-productive in fighting
for a client), but a biography should go
beyond technical ‘virluosity and deal

with the philosophy, feelings, and internal conflicts of the subject.
We tlnd thii apparent distance again
in the case of Noble Y. Wall. This was a
matter where a restrictive covenant required that Certain COltege property
“shall never be sold . . . and shall never
be occupied or used in any manner whatsoever by any person of the Jewish.
Hebrew. Semitic. Negro or coloured
race of blood . . . .‘I Robinette was successful in having this prejudicial clause
declared unenfomable
as being contrary to public policy. Ratten says “the
case represented a slgnif&ant breakthmugh, but Robinette looks back on ii.
as a straightfoward piece of litigation.”
Wasn’t Robinette a’ little pleased to be
part of this civil rights breakthrough?
Does he see any historical trend in this or
other caseshe handled In advancing civil
rights7 Is he proud of that record, or are
, they just another bunch of technical

ViCtolieS?
Sometimes the book reads like an ao
count of a surgeon’s operations, with no
greater ethical connotations than that he
did the work and did it well. Throughout
the book we get the sensethat Robinette
is a humble and a deoent man, but not
until the last Few chapters do we get
more: wonderful stories of Robinette
graciously helping other lawyers, asking
in return only that they too help younger

lawyers, and long and detailed recollections of his humour and sensitivity.
Finally we see the real Robinette,
delivering a speech at Upper Canada
College: he “said he had two pieces of
advice for the boys of the school. The
tirst was to learn to love the English
language, to speak it, read it and write
it. His second piece of advice was more
simple and direct. ‘Be happy’ he told the
boys.” 1 would like more of this,
Robinette the wise and wonderful man
and not just the Dean of Canadian
Lawyers. 0
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Each Moment ns.11 Flies, by Harry
Bruce, Methuen, ?.% pages, 818.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 458 981170 2).

WaRI’ aauca is a player piano of
memory. Each moment of his life has
scored a note on his scroll, and when he
floors the pedals in his essays and
columns,
he replays his past with
physical and emotional fidelity. Bruce
began his career as an Ottawa Journal
reporter. and this collection spans 15
years of writing for national
and
regional magazbtes. The pieces range
from personal rembdscences to pmfdes
of Flora Macdonald and Alex CoIville,
to travelogua on Crete and Barbados.
Melancholy pervades his writing, both in
nostalgia for lost worlds of hi past, and
in acknowledging that were he to begin
his career in the 1980s. he would face a
meagrc freelance market. Diising deep,
Bruce has ChronolO8idy
amwed
the
essays to flow fmm childhood memories
to his own chikken’s experiences, skilfully recreating his youth while evolving
in his readers analo8ous memories. With
his rxxalogoing of precise details, Brace
makes
us participate
in dreary
November, Christmas blues. summer
vacations, and family cars. He is a visual
pacl:-rat. having forgotten nothing he
has seen, holding on to hi hoard until
he finds a use for it. Pointillist details
make his descriptions of Toronto, the
Markimes, Barbados, Edinburgh
go
beyond scene settings: they become
anatomies of the character of place. In
his profiles of Peter Cizowski, Mary
Pratt. Macdonald. and ColviIle he establishes three-dimensional
personalities
that spark with unresolved tensions and
dri\res. mode who are a&&
involved
in shaplping themselves. A self&nfessed
failed television interviewer. Bruce in his
writing is the perfect host. -&
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Eric” &!sthe BOW The storyof a
GaoG i%q=, by Magote Siggins, James
Lorbner E company, 204 pages. $12.95
paper (ISBN 0 88862 659 4).
!3ymaa

Posesorslrf

rr WOULDHA~B be& easy eoouph, given
the sensational nature of the crbne, for
S&ins to dwell solelyon its lurid tabloid
aspects; it is to her credit that she takes

-the case beyond that level to place the
Canadianleaalsvstem
itself on trial. The
book has t& f&tires of a Roger Cormao biker-B-movie. scored by a heavymetal rock group - first-run drive-in
material. Brian Dempster and his five
boys - the Lauder g&g - existed in a
state of stereophonic hangover and on a
diet of beer, pin, tokes, and chemicals.
Their fmancial support came fmm a
combination
of welfare, stolen credit
cards, and the salaries of two women
who lived with them. As Si88ins relates
in ha preface, she decided to examine
the misogynist pathology of gang rape,
using the gang as an example.. Once
plunged into her investigation and interView; with the gang; their women,
friends, an+ family, she soon realized
that the story had a reality independent
of her preconceptions. The book is an
insightful, incisive examination of the
two alleged rapes. the trial, and the character of the participants. She presents
widence that the gang was unfairly
tried, and that the women may have
been willing participants in group sex. In
Siggins’s view, the men were denied
justice by the decision to have a single
trial rather than two separate ones. That
decision. coupled by poor representation
by a team of squabbling lawyers, aided
by.the fact that the men were frequently
stoned in mutt, led the judge to hand
down a combined 87-year sentence. As
readers. we make our own judgements
and then, placedwithin
the context of
each character’s perspective, experience
the consequences. The whole sordid.
sorry story is, to borrow a phrase from
Joan Didion.
a form of “social
hemorrhage.”
*
Victims: The Orphans of Justice, by
Jerry Amemic. Seal Books, 270 pages,
84.50 paper (ISBN 0 77%+ 1862 7).
i¶y Psul Truster
r-m MAIN qu8sno~ this book asks is:
why does the justice system seem designed to orotect the tiahts and needs of
aiminals more than tie welfare of innocent citizens? In doing so, it tells of Don
Sullivan. a murder victim’s father, and
of his role in founding Victims of
Violence, a group that p&ides therapy
to victims snd their families while lobbving for government action to pm&t
society against crime. The author pays
tribute to the courage of Sullivan, a man
who “wouldn’t go away like B normal
father and grieve? but persisted against
official stonewa8bIg and indifference.
Sullivao was ignored by all the best peo-

attorneys. judges,. parole
boards, then-Solidtor
Gen&al Robert
Kaplan, the Correctional
Service of
Canada. Meanwhile., his clergynmn was
calling to say how badly the kiier must
feel, and the Human Rights Commission, when asked for help. inquired,
“What colour was your daughter?’
Amemic clearly shares Sullivan’s rage
against the criminal justice system and
its sympathizers: the real culprit, he
says, is liberalism gone mad. summed up
in former Solicitor-General Jean-Pierre
Goyer’s 1971 dictum: “We have decided
from now on to stress the rehabilitation
of individuals rather than the protection
of society.” As an example, he specilies
the mandatory supervision system - the
one under which Pamela Sullivan’s
murderer was released. According to
him, this release is now handed out to
nearly a8 offenders once two-thirds of
their sentences are up. The book’s final
section articulates
the Victims of
Violence platform, which includes the
return of capital punishment and greater
input by victims and their families into
the sententing
and parole process.
Amemic occasionally descends to the
sentimentalism
he decries in his pry
sumed opponents, and it would be pleasant if he could occasionally use the word
“lawyer”
without the prrfur “highpriced.” Still, he has given us an informed and complex portrait of a very
brave man, and powerfully indicted a
system. 0
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Dry Water, by Robert Stead, edited
by Prem Vama, Tecumseh Press, 247
pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBNO 91966294 5)
and 811.95 paper (ISBN 0 919662 94 3).

By John Parr

,

DISINT~
FI(OMthe papers of Robert
Stead (1880-1959) in the Public Archives, Dry FVuteris set in Alder Creek.
Man., and covers 40 pars in the life of
Donald Strand. At age 10 Strand comes
to live with his aunt and uncle on their
farm. Soon he becomes attracted to th&
daughter Ellen. When Donald turns 21
he inherits SS,OOOand buys his own
farm; he would like to marry Ellen but
she refuses. He marries instead a schoolteacher, Clara. By 1929, Donald is the
wealth& fanner in the district, but is
unhappy. Despite their family of three.
Clara has become emotionally
cold
torvard him, and their older son would
rather bank than farm. Then a letter
arrives from Ellen, who is married to

Donald’s boyhood friend Jim, now a
prominent Winnipeg lawyer. Ellen
vxnts Donald and Clara to visit; once
there Donald is tempted by the possibility of winning not only Ellen but a seat in
Parliament. When the stock market collapses, Jim is financially devastated end
commits suicide. Ellen the” retums to
Alder Creek to live with her mother.
Donald too has lost heavily but manages
to hong onto his farm and Clara-who
hod been planning to carry on disaeedy
in Winnipg with Jim. The book’s mei”
theme is expressed in itr title: mirages
Dondd should not be allured by fame
and fortune; rather he should be conte”t
cith hll responsibilities as farmer and
family head. This obliger him to forgo
rarrn Elle” for cold Clara. Like Stead’s
better-l:no\>n novel Grain. this book
embeds informative social history in e
story that is enjoyable. despite the fact
that the principal characters are more
spokesmen for certain attitudes and
behavioural ‘traits than distinctive in
themrekes. 0
RiarJ’-*, by Franclne NoH, VLB
Editcur, 426 pager, $16.95 paper (ISBN
2 Csl.l051% 1).

L”:E TVESBEAUCHE~UN’S
Le Mafou, this
“owl has had commercial success, and is
humorous. rich in human anecdote and
social portraiture, sentimental, and
long. The heroine is Maryse O’Sullivan,
French on her mother’s side, Irish on her
fxhur’s. and the novel explores the life
and timer of 1960s poets, muw, end
armtheir revolutionaries in checked
shins and Kodiak boots. The friendship
and competition among the women are
pxtirrieularlywell draw”. es ls the love life
of the ’60s crov:d that revolves around
contradictions: the desire to be free of
jealousy ad possesslve”ess, and the
inlpossibility of being totally cool and
otx” about a hot subject Iike sex. The
parts in which Noel telks about Mary&
family bxl;gmund, her fanciful father
v:ho dirappeared one day into the
Idov:here Tavern. “ever to emerge, ae
the most moving and effective of the
book. lamp other relationships, howCWT. cvoh~ in an overly predictable
manner. Eut through it all. the author
show that most 1960s pmtesters fmm
the comfortable class were basically not
committed to change. since they bettetited from the system in one way or
another. A feminist grill hap also been
Midover the late ’60sand early ‘708,and
No?1 ha9 her women possessing feminist
co”rcious”ers more articulately than
existed at the time. An anachronism.
pcrhops. but one that ls worthwhile in
helping her uncover traditional mles
behind the seeming shakeup. hle” ue

stick f~ures, however, seated in front of
the TV hockey game when they’re not in
caf& theorizing about the politics of the
orgasm. At least it’s all funny. Maryse
often adopts B humorous attitude
toward her own adventures, necessary to
the survivor that she is. The book’s verbal indiscipline md length is testimony
that the job of editor still does not exist
in Quebec publishing houses. But the
great let-down that Mayse and her gang
feel, snd the subsequent refuge take” in
the self, refer to a sadness not foreign to
anglophones. 0
Pnmdlr Siding, by Allen Donaldson.
Goose Lane Editions, 124 psges, 36.95
paper (ISBN 0 86492 027 X).

By Debra

Ah’artens

ALTHOUO”

ALLAN

DONALDSON

iS

the stories ii this c&ec!ion lack power;
their directness weakened by phrases like
“probably, ” “I don’t know,” and “I
think.” In “Moose” the “errator
remarks on the invisible line that
separates sane from insane, but this does
not bring him any closer to the Jewish
schoolboy whose reaction to teasing is
desctibed only I” temu like “wild,”
“crazy,” and “frantic.” The narrator is
intrigued but does not come to terms
with the event, leaving the reader
unmoved. As interesting & they are, all
seven tales are marred by the author’s
inability to go beyond the feelings of the
people he tells us about. In “God Bless
Us Every One” he skilfullv contrasts this
Chtistm& to that of or&“ary ones by
showing boys eagerly waking up early,
and the” creating a nasty tension I” the
house with a grandmother who spite
folly taunts her daughter and is insultiy
about her gifts. The grandmother ls so
miserly that she ruins Chrisbnas day for
the children with her compleints about
the cost of their pocket knives. But
Donaldson “ever questions her cruelty,
or suggests why the grandmother
behaves es shb does. “Rub” opens well.
but this story about a minor b&g taken
away froto her bootlegging pmstitute
mother degenerates into a recitation of
what the narrator did and did not
observe. He calls Ruby’s departure a
“calsmity,” but we have no sense of it.
In all, Donaldson’s work is mildly
frustrating: meaningful situations and
chatacters are presented, but the author
holds something back -himself. 0
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Pork College, by Grad Kilod”ey, Coach
House Press, 78 pages, $6.50 paper
(ISBN 0 88910 296 4).

I

By Charles Mandel
mm FORMERvanity press editor’s ninth

book is a pratfall of loonynas. Readers
caught u”aware wll open it end xc&e
a custard pie in the face, a kick in the
pants, and a seltzer bottle squirt on their
clothes. The suite of stories opens with
protagonist Garth Farb begging his
parents for permission to attend Pork
College, Garth having much to gain
from a school that offers cnunes In
cheese, chairs, pictures, squash, and
perhaps most bnportatly, .porkology.
As Garth travels to the school we are
-informed: ‘7he train is rounding the
bend by the seashore among the sheer
cliffs by the tar sands adjoining the
bayou at the foot of the glacier.” I” successive stories, Garth learns of the college’s heroes. solves a mystery, and
experimas fmt love - when his epplicatio” to e_computer dating sew& ls
answered, he finds that his ideal mate is
a cabbage. KlIodney is a literary anarchist. Like 8 slapstick Bakunin, he
subverts language. It ls difficult to imitete badly witlen prose; Kllodney excels
at writing poorly. counting emo”g his
methods long-winded, nonsensical
rhetoric, redundancy, and defective syntax. The result is prose that trips,
bumbles, stumbles, and slides with Ihe
hyperactive enthuslapm and raniners of
the Marx Brothers. *
ONUEWNAUOONA!L
AFFAORS
Ismel AIter Begin, by Daniel Gevro”,
Houghton Mifflin, 199 pages, $13.95
cloth (ISBN 0 395 35320 3).
By Arnold Ages

THISESSAY
on had after Begi” io a
series of interviews with Israeli soldiers
(many conducted during the 1982
fuhtlhting),politicians, and common folk
that hllhlllht the anxletiep felt by many
people who, for the First time in their
lives, were faced with a” Israel that had
gone to war “ot to save the country but
to advance gee-political interests. They
exhibit grave apprehensions over the
way the war wes run. Although PLO
versions of Israeli military a&ides in
Lebanon ere suspect. the quotations
from high-rankling Israeli participants
cannot be discounted so readily. One
perso” intwiewed wes a 69-year-old
career officer who dismisses arguments
about the superiority of Ismell morality
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over Syrian and Palestinian military
ethics: “It is not by rhe standards of the
Syrians timt vie must j&e ourselves.”
Gavron is careful not to make blanket
criticisms of Israel. As a former soldier.
he justifies his country’s essault in June,
iY82. by pointihg out that the PLO had
by then amassed enough weaponry lo
giw it a veto on movement within
Israel’s northern r&es. and hence the
initial incursion into Lebanon was
i&mate. But Gavron end most others
in this volume disdnguish between what
they perceive as a justifiable attack
within the 45-kilometre perimeter end
the iliegltimate advance to Beirut end
the subsequent bombing of tim city. The
interviewees point out often that much
of Israel’s moral reserves was &muted
rhen Israeli troops attacked a city that,
for oil its PLO positions, contained
innocent civillam who were dragged into
the conflict. Gavron himself does not
beiier:e tlmt the moral reserves are flnished, bat that redemption ls stiii available
providing that Israel explores new ways
or coexisting with the Arabs, speclticaiiy
Paiestinlaas. 0
Ismcl in the Mind of America, by
Peter Gmse, Knopf. 261 pages, 517.95
cloth (ISBN 0 3Y4-451658 3).
By AmoM Ages
GROSE,
A FCW.IER
NewYork Times wr-

respondent. has writtea a painstakingly
complex history of American-Zionist
reletions from tim 19tb century to 1948.
Although Israel-American relations
loom greatly today, this wes not the case
early in the deveiopmenr of the Zionist
enterprise. According to Grose, U.S.
Zionism even under the leadership of
Justice Brandeis and Stephen Wise was
of onlg peripheral interest to the U.S.
government. which tended to leaveMideast matters to British imperial interests.
It was not until the late 1930sthat U.S.
politicians began to interest themselves
in the idea of a reconstituted Jewish
homeland. That nascent interest, exhibited by Roosevelt initially lo 1937,
quickly abated during the Second World
War. but reached its fruition in the
post-1945 period when revelations about
the Hoiocausr became public. Sympathy
for Zionism also gained ground when
the aati-Jewish immigration policies of
Breckenbridge Long became documentedz his exertlonr had almost singlehandcdly blocked the rescue of
numerous Jews who perished under
Hitler. Grose’s eccouat of later stmggles
among U.S. Zionists to obtain govemmeat support contains much information about frictions that existed among
Jewish groups, which were split by
diverse political and religious iastlncls -

many Z&i& spoke&n.
The other
great merit of this book is a detailed
analysis of the opposition to Zionism in
many echelons of the U.S. ,gwer”ment.
In the end the opponents lost, undone
by factors like tbe skiiful ministrations
of Chaim Weizmann. the personal intervention of Harry Truman, and the
&bough’&e U.S. government &‘tite
fust to recognize Israel in 1948. it took
almost 20 years before polltlcal support
caused some critics to refer to Israel as
the 51st state. q
The Zionist Dream Revisited, by Amnon Rubinstein, Schocken Books, 204
pages. 914.95 cloth (ISBN 0 8052 3886

7).

By Arnold Ages
R”BINSRLN,POPM~Rdean at the Tel
Aviv Law School, believes that more
‘flexibility needs to be introduced into
pubill discourse in Israel. Hi memoir,
which .is aa amalgam of Zionist history,
social criticism, and brophetlc spacuiahe identifies as’ the single most
dangerous trend in Israel today: rellgious militancy. He suggests that the inmiiltm& such es tlmt&mpiified k the
Gush Bmunin (the group that has
pioneered settlements in Judea and
Sammia) is harmful to Israel’s ion&term
goals. In their fervour, argues Rubinstein, such groups are reversing the progress modem Zionist pioneers made in
accommodating Jewish aspirations to
modernity. Invoking biblical paweges to
justify claims to eli of Eretz Israel (the
Land of Israel) is only part of the problam. The most egregious error being
committed by raillous extremists, he
says, ls the shteleliznttonof the country

between the two. It ls the apocalyptic
appeal of such teacbimgs. according to
him, that has invaded tlm minds of too
many Is&is. Aitbowh not aii readers
will swept Rubiastela’s thesis, he has
opened the &bate on Ismel’s ultimate
mnfyuration on a very high level. *

The Last Best Wesl: Women on the
Alberta Frontier 1880-1930, by Eilene
L&au Siivemma, Eden Press, iiiustrated, 183 pages, S14.W paper (ISBN 0
Yzo7Y2w 4).

By Maria Horvath
THHERB
IS~gw’r~of material here for aa
interesting books interviews with womea
who lived through the set&men1 of the
Alberta frostier between 1890aad 1930.
They recall their ardaous.move to the
West, tit& girlhoods, reiatioaships with
menfolk. the joys and sorrow of bringing up large famliles, the endless work.
their feelings of ioneilarrs, end contacts
wltb the far-flung community. However, the author doesn’t sexto to know
how to winnow the banal from the significant memories. As.orai history, the
book &a has its pmb1em.v:dates are
unclear or eveo omitted, details am
muddled, speakers are often not identifed, and the selectloo of women interviewed coui(l have been wider. For
example, there are few Indians and
Metis, apparently only oqe black, aad
few political womea. But them is beauty
in the simple aad direct language. A
teaclmr recaiis her first job: “One day I
ws walklag along the road from the
s&o01 where I was teaching. Them was
a bit of newspaper on the ground aad I
picked it up to read it. As I turned it over
I saw on it a selentifm diagram of the interior of * cell. It was somethiag
femiltar. from another world thee the
one I was in, and I just stood on that
road and blubbered.” Regrettably,
much too often the author’s cornmentmy is jarring and pretentious. Too
often she tries to force the words of
yesteryear to yield a contamporary
feminist outlook that they just do not
contaln. Silverman should let tim past
tell its own story. 0
The Promised Land: Settling the West
1896-1914, by Piems Berton, McCiei-

- transforming a modem poilticai state

land & Stewart, illustrated, 388 pages,
$24.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 1243 8).

of Russia-Poland circa 1880.-Theauthor

By Maria Horvath
opposed to those aspects- of jewish
teaching that emphasize polarities be
twen Jews and gentiles and reinforce
the idea that there witl always be strife

mrs nmm~ is Berton’s 30th book aad
the final volume in his tetralogy about
the opening of the Caaadlao West in the

half century afler Confederation. As in
Tit@ Nutiomd Dream. The Lost Spike,
and Klondike, he has dusted off archives
and newpaper tilts and marked through
memoirs and papers to producc an
cn8aging. lively, and engrwing
book.
He tells the story of how a nation was
transfomwd. From 1896 to 3914, more
than one million new immigrants settled
on 1he prairies. The Pied Piper who led
this multitude was Clifford Sifton,
Wilfrid Laurier’s minister of the interior
from lS96-1905. Sifton’s plan was
simple: bring over productive settlers to
make the West the country’s grain
basket. But not jusl anyone would do:
the minister welcomed only those “agricultural loborers ad farmers or people
who are coming for the purpose of
engaging in agriculture, whether as
farmers or farm laborers.” They had to
be “Northerners,”
Slavs, British, Scan.
dinariam. Germans. and Scats, or rcsettlcd whiv Americans. “Southerners”
like Italians and Jews or U.S. blacks
vxre not accep1able. Should the pros
pective newcomer have doubts, Sifton’s
prapagaanda was brazen in its lies. “The
kindcst thing to say about it is tint the
literature was a little on the optimistic
side.” one British immigrant recalled.
“Canada ws said to have a. healthy
climate guaranteed to be free of malaria.
One has to admit that was true.” The
book is full of rwcaling anecdotes. livdy
images. and vivid language - so vivid
that Berton needn’t have resorted to
“you are there” interludes, contrivedly
wittm
in the present tense. There’s
enough action already. +r

Doclrine of Signalures, by Anne
Szumlgalski. Fifth House, 102 pages,
519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 920079 00 8) and
S9.95 paper (ISBN 0 920079 016).

1~ HER EARLIERwork,

Szumigalski
tended toward inflwdble forms, but left
them behind for a more colloquial yet
often clliplical style. Now she has
diwzted her colloquialism into understatement. so that when read aloud the
ponns pass directly to her audience like
profound conversation.
The style is
discursive and anecdotal, and appears as
effortless as if the poet had spoken the
po.mr first and v:ritlen them later. “The
Docnine of Signatures,” an aftenvard
tells us. in an “andent herbal doctrine
Ithat] is based on the resemblance of certaln plants or plant parts to specific
human orcans.” Szumigrlski creates a
world of &ionary coherence devoid of
entrance and exit, where everything

relates physically or psychically 10 wcrytbii else. Most of the poems here are
wmpact, thick blocks of paragraphs
separated by thin, horizontal blocks of
white page; these paragraphs lack indentation, conventional punctuation, ,and
capital lc1ters; they appear deceptively
simple yet intractable, and the tension

acxcptancc of overly sentimental poems
as necessary parts of the book and of
Oughton’s outlook. Satire is a genre
that, to be effective, must contain
elements that make us both laugh and
tblnk seriously, and Oughton succeeds
- his treatment of Florida, for example,
turns on a tension betwem tbc iandscapds beauty and tbe idiocy of the
humans who visit or inhabit it. The
sentimental poems are ones that consist
of anecdotes of lost love and childhood
(it is part of the satirist’s nahlre thal he
can be easily hurt) in which Oughton has
not succeeded in turning feeliogs into
poems. There arc some cuceptions, notably “Fdr My Dead Sister” and
“January 20. 1977,” that rise to lhe
status of elegy. 0

this produces ls powerful. Lacking ao
apparent framework and mare of any
kind, the poems organize themselves
from within. In “The Disc” one has the
feeling that words an shiftin: and reshaping themselves - the formalistic
extension of tbe woman-protagonist’s
confusion of appearance and reality.
The woman refuses to name what she is
- for that is impossible - but instead
what she corresponds to: “sand, twigs,
stones. and waves of disturbed air.” The
primmy aspect of the poet’s work is
auditory,
and in “Jazzing
at the
Vatican” the repetition of liturgical
phrasing and nonsensical neologisms
produces a comically incantatory effect.
Szumlgalski’s transformative power, her
“surrealily”
is the book’s strength and weakness, in that it is’never developed enough to do justice to the central
metaphor. Still, this remarkable book’s
experiments
with voice and form
embody both an elemental, elegiac
music that yearns to give back to the
plant its dignity and healing powers and
a comic, lyrical music that counterpoints
such seriousness with anti-selfcooscious
warblings. ir

A Hear1 of Names, by Robert Billings, Mosaic Press, 48 pages, $6.95
paper (ISBN 0 88962 208 6).

Gearing of Love. by John Oughton,
Mosaic Press, 64 pages, $7.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88962 248 5).

By Robert

f3lilings

WIILE
TRAVELUNO
in Japan, John
Oughton seems to have spent much of
hi time in cities. As a result, his poetic
record is one of relationships and ane*
dotes about parti~lar
events. The
poems range from sparse love lyrics to
extended
meditations
on music.
Throughout, we see a man struggling for
identity, communication, and love. The
book also satiricaIIy handles such subjects as love and Irving Layton (one of
the poet’s teachers at York). The
satirIcal altracts me, permitting
an

By Ken Range
ROBERTBlLLlNos is a very competent
poet with an established reputation, and
this book contains many competent,
sensitive poems. But it does not hold
many surprises. The book is divided into
three sections. The first, “Cayaga,” and
the last, “Fruit Cellar Poems,” are both
longish, bland poems; the middle section
cooslsts of 16 short Ivies, like the filling
in a sandwich. Billings sometimes takes
the reader by surprise% these middle
poems with lines Like “We half-believe
sunfish among rocks/are brilliant as the
eyes of people in’love.” And in “The
Paul Kane House: Wellesley Street E:’
he succeeds in weaving an intricate fugue
of past and present. However. only too
often the poems in this selection arc prosaic and predictable.. 0
lmsglnlng Horses, by John Bemmse,
Black Moss Press, 64 pages, 86.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88753 113 X).

By Ken Staange
JOHN BEMRosg’s Imagining Horses is
divided into three sections of relatively
short, lyric poems. Although Bemmse
somelima comes dangemusly close to
the sentimental, occasionally becoming
prosaic, his poems are engaging, and his
persona is a complicated and likeablc
one: sometimes nostalgic, hard-nosed,
or melancholic, but almost ahvays emphatic. Reading the book makes you
want to know the poet and fools you
into thinking you do know him. In midbook a poem, “Do\vn the BrokeHole,”
meditates on the death of a man who
falls into the place in a paper mill where
“damaged paper goes to be pulverized
and recycled.” This poem has a strange

and sinister power that makes me
suspect that it is destined for anthology
Tttttos; it ends “and some beautiful
voma” bent to lay him/under her dog’s
bowl.” Unfortunately. Bernrose’s prosody tends to be a bit mo”otOnous and
converrotional. but his book is a” acccssibk, readable collection of good
poems tmd can only be faulted for a cerlain struct”r”l conservatism. 0
Red Shoes In the Rtd”, by Jan Co”“,
Fiddlehead Poetry Books, 62 pages,
S6.00 paper (ISBN 0 86492 023 3).

in

the Easter”
Townships of Quebec, spent some years
in Vancouver, and travelled to Japan.
She gives “special thanks” to two
fomter Vancouver residents, Roo Borson a”d Kim Maltman. and one torrent
one, Jtwe Munro. Co”& work displays
the sensitivity to both the natural world
“nd the heart’s ruminations that wo have
come to “rsociate with these poets. But
althouph her approach may be similar,
Cam’s method is her own: it involves
“ccumulating details and images, a
meticulous gathering of Nat”& aspects
that have been oh&cd carefully- and
v:ith imagination. Co”“‘8 training as on
entornciogist may be the reason for this:
vdhate\*eer
the eaose, she Is able to show
us a Nature that is brightly coloured,
vibrant. overwhelmingly beautiful.
Against many short. declarative statetnrnt~ accordktg this view of Nature, she
often places images or statements that
IAN

CONN

wtis raised

are at once questiordingand elegiac. This
is particularly true of the book’s second
and fourth sections,
“Japanese
Journal” tmd “A Matter of Time.”
Travel means being apart not only from
what is familiar. but also from what and
vzhom yo” love. Without this ia mind,
one may wish for more insight into
Japan: but on her travels by bicycle
Co”” has been perhaps more honest
(and “tore self-eo”sciotts) than many
uther vxitcrs. In ‘the fourth section she
asks, regarding Montreal, “how far
away can you get/from your own past?”
and laments “people wmered in their
ow” skins.” Although at times it se-

that she could exercise more teehtdcal
wntml over her poems, Comt has written a first book that is a vibrant, sensitive, and sometimes moving achieve-1
ment. *

Visible Visions: The Selected Poems
of Douglss Barbour, edited by Smaro
Ramboureli and Robert Kroetsch.
Newest F’ress. 160 oazes. S14.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 97.031649 i)anh $6.95 paper
(ISBN 0 920316 47 6).

By LA Ear/y
DOUGLAS
BABBDUR
may be less familiar
as a poet than as a” editor and anthologist, a critical asayist. snd r reviewer
of seienee fiction. He has, however,
published eight books of poems; this
latest dtaws from all of them, adding
“a” poema, and shows that Barbour has
had less than his due from critics and anthologists. His work is diverse. engaging, and in some ways “n index to the
eo”tse of recent Canadian poetry. He
has bee” concerned with rediscovering
artic”l&g contemporary s.&aitensions, and with exploring the dynamics
of language. He has kept abreast of
technical innovations. fmm breathline
lyrics through seria, minim& and
sound poems to ghazals and the emteeg
tual reworking or adaptation of pow
already written. But this selection is
more than a” inventory of the merely
fashionable;
it is endowed with
Barbour’s particular sensibility. This
poet’s predominant sense is the visual;
hence his emphasis on an often silent
Isndseape. Hi most noticeable motif is
wloo~white.
and his ~hamct&stic
lyrical gesture the movemult towad B
tenuous affirmation. .Hin poetry is impelled by a” interplay of resolution and
irresolution: the image registered, the
vision qualified, the sense of things unsaid. Because he prefers not to flourish a
persona, he meditates on the limitations
of his authority. His wordplay, an effep
tive feature, is not so much the exerciise
of wit as a way of releasing the potential
of language through uncovering its hidden connections. The hazards of Barbow’s kind of poetry are flatness and
obscurity; its virtues $re delicacy, “nderstatanent, and precision. His editors
have done a good job of highlighting the
latter. The weakest are those that refer
to urban blight, commercial vulgarity,
a”d so on: some of his best wems are
those that deal with perso”ai relationships. In more recent works Barbour has
co&ntrated on formal and texhnical
experbnettts, and these indicate a restless, questing talent. Cl

The Real Jewish \Vorldt A Rabbi’s
Seemtd Thoughts, by Stuart E. Rosenberg, Irwin, 420 pages, $24.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 7720 1442 6).
.

By HenryMakow
ts ROSENBEI(O.
for 16 years the senior
rabbi of Toronto’s Beth Tzedec, the
largest synagogue in Canada. off&g us
a” expos67 Not very likely. Yet while recounting his memoirs, hi feelings about
Jewish ritual. leadership, and institutions. Soviet Jewy, and Israel. Rose”berg is ofI.% quite candid, and biting,
life today. He is a ma” bf strong likes
and dislikes. He likes Jewish tradition as
it has come down thmttgh the centuries.
He doesn’t like oeoole who change this
tradition to suit &t&ver, and isangry
about what has happened to rituals like
the Bar Mitzvah and the wedding. He
speaks of “culturally deprived” Jews
who, with the help of “impresario”
caterers, put on a gaudy display, distotting ceremony and missing its signiticance. “As early BS1935,Bar Mitzvah in
middle class Am&a, as some wags had
pot it, had &eady more ‘Bar’ than
‘Mitzvah.’ The social pressures that
operate in thii -a
are a useful index

of almost every other aspect of Jewish
community life in America. The need to
‘appear’ -successful, rich. responsible,
dutiful, charitable, religio”s. or what
have you - drives most middle class
Jews.” He blames, pattly. the flight to
the suburbs, saying that Jewish history is
most distinguished in culture-genersting, urban centres. Suburban cot”munitiep are “primarily child and property catred” and built on mutual self‘interest. Saying that “The Bible is “of a
book for kids,” he believes that
synagogues should be “academies of
higher leami”g” and complaint that the
rabbi is a “university professor consigned to teach kindergarten.” Although the
rabbi shows little earnpassion or undastanding of the unruly eottgtegatio” he
heeded until 1972, he addresses in

scholarly fashion the situation of North
American Jewy today and tbe unending
conflict in the Middle East. Rosenberg
emer8er as a vigorous, thoughtful, and
balanced voice. 0

trash. Reform is overdue. “Let something be done, quickly!” is the authors’
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Psrspertiws on Women in the 198Os,
edited by Joan Turner and Lois Emery,

University of Manitoba Press, 187
prrcca.SS.95papcr(ISBNO 88755 608 6).

SEVEN
VXN@N
have coalributed to the
compilation of proceedings held at the
University of Manitoba in 1982. The
guest speaker was Gloria Steinem,
whose historical overview of feminism
end her description of the trials that lie
ahead ore eloquent and relevant.
“Feminism is, of course, &ply the
bdicf in the full social-political equality
of human b&s. which means that men
can be feminists. too.” she told the coofcrence, adding that “Some of os here
arc probably in our fifth stage of burnout, [and] have begun to realize that this
is not somethiy we are going to do for
just two or three years, but for the rest
of our lives, and have begun to pace ourselves: As one contributor noted, “the
greatest crime of today is that all of the
cultural messages are now negating the
risk re took io the 1970s.” Steinem’s
oddrcss preparer for much else in the
book. Helen Levine develops her thesis
on the power politics of motherhood
and the mmaoticiation of family life by
reminding us that politics is a question

By

l!Richle/
Horn

The Crest Brain Robbery: Canada’s
Universities cn the Road to Ruin, by
David J. Bercoson. Robert Bothwell.
and J.L. Granatstdn. McClelland &
Stewart, 160 pages, 912.95 paper (ISBN
0 7710 3514 4).
A OREATLIEALis amiss with Canadian
universities. the authors of this book
assert. Many faculty members are medi-

ocre., many students weak. Gowning
boards, administrations, and students
have too much power, senior faculty too
little. Curricula are a mess. Faculty
unionization has been a mistake.
Governments spend too little money per
student and try to interfere too much.

DiMed research grants and a ixrrent
emphasts on Canadian studies arc regrettable. Scholarly publishing _is in trouble:
there is not enough money tar it, people
don’t publish BSmuch as they ought to,
and what does get published is too often

concluding cry.
Bercuson, Bothwell and Granatstein
(hereafter called BBG) arc three highly
respected historians who have earned
enviable reputations for the quality of
their scholarly work. The Great Brain
Robbery is no work of scholarship, however. but a polemic. apparently written
in a hurry and with scant re&!ardfor cvidence. It is long on opinion but short on
fact. Even where I shared their views I
found myself wishing for solid substantiation of them.
BBC’s main message is: “Canadian
universities no longer take only the best
students and no longer give thclr students the best education.” Over the last
decades “undergraduate education has
been seriously undermined” and “the
value, if not the very meaning, of a unlversity degree has been steadily eroded.”
This misrepresents the past. There is
no “golden age” to be rcclaimed. On the
assumption that by “the best students”
BBG mean “the brightest” bysomc test
or other, we can safely state that Canadian universities have ncve~ come clo,se
to taking only the best. Bright
youngsters from pbor families. particu-

lady girls. were always much less likely
to enter udverslty thao the intellectually
undistinguished sons of the comfortable

of who has power over whom. and in an
ersay on rcminlst counsening focosu on
the need to St at “tie mmmonalities in
errry woman’s life, to link personal and
political in the service of change.”
Dorothy O’Connell describes women’s
economic plight, and Marlene Pierre
&?:namavay the status of Canadian
native women. The issue that most contributors acknowledge is that of
reproductive freedom. most clearly articukxed in Deirdre Boglish’s “Romantic Love and Reproductive Right,”
rhich suppests that organizations like

the Right-to-Life movement are attractin8 many v:omen because “They are
b@ming to get the message that neither
fcmhdsm, nor the federal government
ha.sthe clout to help them out, and they
should attach themselves to men, and
quickly.” Perhaps because it was coordinated by the university’s School of
Social Work. the conference didn’t
cover all areas of feminist activity v:omen in the arts, for example. Neverthclus, this book should be required
reading for anyone interested in the issue
of equality. -2
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Felix Batterinski reflects on his career aa, a ‘goon’ style
hockey player and comes to terms with his heritage and
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middle and upper classes. Moreover,
educational systems typically enhance
sod flalter the performance
of the
children OF the well-to-do while oRen
diminishing that of the offspring of the
poor. As For past admission standards,
they were not as high as nostalgia may
r.u:$est. Western provincial universities,
For xamplr.
long admitted all those
lvha had junior matriculation in some
kind of “university
program.”
This
stnedord WI by no means exalted.
The charge that universities no longer
give students “the best education” is
harder to address. What Form does such
a..ncducotion take? EBG think OFit as a
“bi9h-quality
liberal arts education”
xvith a “core wrriculum”
that gives
,tudcnts rome general knowledge before
they spwiolize. But this has never been
\:.hat all undergraduates got. nor is it
waybody’s definition of “the best education.” As well. insofar as this education required professors whom BBG
approve of. active in research and publication, Canadian universities in the past
provided but little of it. The pressure of
high teaching loads in small institutions,
the relative lock of support For scholarly
rorl:. the low salaries that encouraged
moonlighting. and an ethos that nwrdcd teaching and service rather than
ori&ml s~~oltuship For many decades
kcpr most proFesrors from publishing.
For pan of their history, McGill and

Toronto were Fairly high-poweredby inrernationsl standards. Most Canadian
institutionr were not.
Occasionally. BBG let on that they
I:“w: this. but their references to the
part seei” of a ritual ldnd. They may
thinl; it easier to interest the public in
recapturing the supposedhi& standards
of a golden past than in paying for the

enhanced standards of BBG’s New Jeru-’
salem. Their norms owe less to the past
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than to their hopes For the Future: universities in which tirst-rate students, of
the kind we may assume they themselves
once were, will be taught by first-rate
professors of the kind they ire today.
They are unabashed intellectual elitists
who deplore what they see as the results
of trying to provide “mass education”
on the more-or-less cheap. They seem to
want the taxpayer to spend more per student within a system in which only the
meritorious like them&w
would educate or be educated. Students would also
pay more. but enhanced scholarships
would be available so that no bright
youngster would be excluded.
This sort OF Fantasy is common in
Faculty clubs. and I have a lot OF sympathy For it. Like it or not, however,
magi education is probably hew. to stay.
And we should be aware that its enemies
often dislike its purported intellectual
drawbacks less than its social come
qwnces. An expanding body of uniwsity graduates has increased competition
For high-status jobs. That a growing
number OF graduates are young women
or people with names that are hard to
pronounce has not pleased everybody.
The desire to exclude other people’s
children From university (always on acedemic grounds, of course) reflects an
attempt to limit sock4 mobility.
It is not clear whether BBG occupy
this camp. Their insistence on merit
seems genuine, even if their emphasis on
standardized
exams and uninflated
grading seems a mite na’ive. Certainly the
evidence they introduce for the claim
that student skills have declined in the
past two decades is unconvincing. IF the
students of the 1950s were so good, what
explains the whining about low quality
nported’by
authors like Hilda Neatby
(So Littlefor
the Mind, 1953) or Robert
Maynard Hutchins (The Higher Learn-

ing in America. 1962)? The troth is that
academics have For decades, perhaps
centuries.
Found the linguistic and
numerical skills of students to be insde
quate and in decline.
OF all the matters discussed in this
book, perhaps none has hit a more responsive chord in some circles than the
attack on tenure. BBG oppose il because
they say it protects the lazy and incompetent, those who won’t publish, who
don’t stay up to,date, who skimp their
duties. OF these. they aver. there are
“many,”
“too many.” How many?
How large a pmportian OF all Faculty
members? BBG don’t say, nor do they
name names. Thus they leave the entire
professotiate under a cloud.
This is unfair and. insofar as it Feeds
popular prejudice., injudicious.
That
there are some lazy or incompetent professors no one doubts, but until I get
hard contrary evidence I shall believe
that the proportion is low. And it is misleading to blame tenure for an institutional failure to discipline 6r dismiss
IhoSe who abuse their positions. Only
since the early 1960s has tenure come to
mean “an appointment without term” ’
that can only be ended “For cause, such
as gross misconduct, incompetence or
persistent neglect. ” Before that time
Canadian academics held their appointments only b long as it pleased their
employers, governing boards, and presidents. Dismissals were tare, however.
and those that we know about were
generally not for neglect of duty but for
such matters as disloyalty to the employing institution or its head, or criticism of
the economic. political, or social order.
Does this mean that before tenure
gained its current status there were no
lazy ot inwmpetent professors, or that
they mended their ways or resigned
quielly when asked? BBG do not address
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roch questions. They admit tenure has
had wlue in protecting the academic
iwdom
of professors, including the
freedom to disagree publicly with their
colle~ues. president, or government.
But they nevertheless urge an end to it.
I-b: is this to take plave? BBG oppose ~ov’ernment intervention or administrative premgative. Instead each
institution’s “senior scholars, iespected
bv alI” are to take over. In a radio inter&w on CBc’s Stereo Morning. one of
111eautbon mentioned the number “12
to 15:’ These would review the five-year
eontriws that professors would henccforth hold, and recommend renewal or
termination.
BBG do not indicate who would identify there senior scholars, whether they
c-ould likely want to devote much of
their time to a constant assessment of
their colleagues, and who would assess

the assessors. They ignore one justification for tenure: that it frees scholars
from having to do work with a fast payoff and allows them to start longer-term
and perhaps more important work. And
they fail to consider the opportunities
for abuse in a scheme that would give
enormous power to a small academic oligarchy. Can we be sure that these senior
scholars would not try to impose methodological or ideological conformity?
BBG, for example, are~senior and respected, and thus obvious candidates to
judge their colleagues. But they evidently think little of specialized languages in the social sciences (L’gobbledegook”). “cliometics,”
and Canadian
Studies. Given the chance, would they
not be tempted to downgrade work that
they dislike? Even if not, other scholars
might not be so saintly.
The existing tenure-granting process is

time-consuming and usually thomugh.
But abuses are possible. We may he
tempted to exclude some even though
they are accomplished to accept those
who are not. The machinery of due process often prevents such abuses, bat il is
not perfect. To keep mpeatingthegranting of tenure at Ave-year intervals. with
only senior scholars act@g as judges,
would consome vastly more time while
adding to the likelihood of abuse.
There am better ways of ensuring that
tenured faculty continue to perform
satisfactorily. One means close to us is
the collective agreement at the Univasity of Ottawa. particularly the section
dealing with “progress-through-the
ranks” increments. The system signals
to offenders that they are not performing adequately and allows them time to
improve.
BBG want something mom drastic
and punitive. High quality universities
must have fewer students and fewer
faculty. Raised admission standards will
wed out many of the former; senior
scholarly action will wad out many of
the latter, particularly those who don’t
tmblish. “We believe in ‘publish or
perish,’ ” BBG proudly say. Still, they
reserve a place for some of thbse who
don’t publish, but only if their teaching
abilities are “clearly high.” These will be
“directed to teach more than those who
do publish.” This is wise. Somebody
had better be aroupd to teach while
those who publish are off on their sabbaticals and special research leaves.
It would be wrong to dismiss BBG’s
book simply because their language is
intemperate or their analysis and judgement sometimes faulty. Their book has
the makings of a serious critique Of
Canadian higher education. Our universities are far from perfect. Had BBG
looked long and hard for evidence that
might have substantiated - or modified
- their views, had they laid the basis for
workable reform. they would have witten a better book. It would have taken
lo&r to produce, however, and would
hardly have been a volume from which
Toronro Life would have wanted to
publiih an excerpt. It would have been
noticed, but it would have prompted
neither the minor sensatiqn nor the
healthy sales they seem to have desired.
BBG may have written a best_Jeller.
But they have done so in detiance of the
hiih standards of theii serious work.
Tiey have done an injustice to many of
their colleagues and many studen-ts, and
have given far more comfort to the
enemies of the academy than to its
friends. Their scholarly reputations
should easily survive the publication of
this book. It is to be hoped that the universities will survive with as little
damage.
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I have not discussedthe full calalogue
of this book’s complaints: to do so
would rake another book. My own inwrest in the history of academic freedom
has shaped this review a”d prompts my
final observation. The very appearance
of this ilblempered little volume shows
academic freedom to be safer than it was
in the not kw distant past. BBG should
be glad they enjoy the current fom, of
tenure. As recently as 25 years ago, a
book denouncing the evident mediocrity
of Ihe Canadian universities of that time
rould have got the authors into hot
rater with their presidents. Fifty years
a:o h “Ii&r have got them sacked. E’ortunately, there is no danger of that
today. Cl

The Golden Age Hotel. by David
Lewis Stein. Macmillan, 352 pages,
519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7715 9801 7).
Summi?r Isl”“d, by Phil Murphy,
Oberon Press. 147 pages, sz1.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 55750 538 4) and $11.95 paper
IISBN 0 23750 539 2).
IHE”E SEBMS no reason, beyond
cdidirorlal
whim, why two such apparently
disparate books should have to suffer
comparison: yet this chance jlrutaposirio” is “of without interest and profit.
Xl”?Golden Age IioIel is a novel, and
boldly proclaims itself as such. Summer
Island is coy about its genre, its cover
(and. indeed, its content) avowing
neither fact “or fxtion. Clearly, the
reader soon derides, the seven sections
OF the boo!: are fragme”ts (or rather
homologous strata) of autobiography.
Equally clearly. howver, they have been
wought upon by a ready bnaginslio”
and P tine namuive sense until each settion is a short story by anyone’s definition, and the whole book has the unity if
not the conthmlty of a novel.
The Golden Age Hotel, on the other
hand, h”s n te”deney to unravel in rhe
reader’s mind into a series OF short
stories Linked. like the parts of Summer
lslartd, by comspondence of setting and
chuacters. The hotel of the title Is established and operated by Stan and Lilly
hlonteiih. who dream of getting rich
IagaIn) by providing bed and board For
elderly people without the dimal trammels and trappings of a” institution. It is
the efforts of Ihe Monteiths to realize
this dream against enommus odds, in-
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cluding their own incompatibility in

ing. Lilly, we are left believing. will pw
sue the dream alone, but we fmd little
satisfaction in it. And the hotel itself,
the building with all its appurtenawxs,
seems strangely’unreal, Likea mock-up
in a TV studio, an Illusion sustained only
by the consummate acling of the principal chamctors - who, when all else is
Ad, make the book eminently wottb
readinp.
IF the beads on the narrative skein of
The Golden Age H&
are of ““even
weight and lustre. those that make up
Summer Island achieve the symmetry of
well-matched oeads. Mumhv’s 1anmmz.z
Is urbane andpolished ihe& Stetisir
earthy and rough-hew”. Indeed, in the
early pages, where the protagonist Is
only eight years old, thll sophistication
placea some strain 0” one’s credulity. It
Is hard to imagine an eight-year-old eve” one who hap read Iwnlloe - saying, “I’ve been working on a hypothesis
that electricity is what God really is,” or
using words like “resourceful.” But if
this precocity is a liability to the author
and a minor amoyance for the reader at
the beginping, the polished, ironical
style is a pure delight thereaFter.
The Island in question is Ward’s
Island, a short ferry-ride From downtown Toronto. Each section of the book
recounts the events OFa summer spent at
their cottage ‘on the island by the “arrator. his sister Gerble, and thelr
parents. The Father, a joumalist with
literary lea”l”gs, is OFcourse the soof his children’s verbal facility and Intellectual forwardness, and he steals the
show. The rime span stretches from
around 1930 to the outbreak of the Second World War, when the father goes
to Ottawa to ply his t@e in the service
of some department of government and
the rest of the Family go their separate

episodes ire strung.
The rambu”ctions behwlow of the
Featured few among the hotel’s go+
powers the narrative. The guests are
draw” with a lusty mix of compassionate
insight and no-nonsense realism, and at
times with considerable dramatic effect.
One by one they are brought to centre
stage In chapters bearing their “anxs.
With the undimmed passion and slightly
on whi& the

de&mstrate their worth the;r indivl&
“ality and their ““dll~shed
zest for
life, usually in F&x of inevitable conflict
with the offspring who maintain tbeni
there.
They make a memorable tableau. The
Duchess is a Former psychologist ofregal
mien who adamantly refuses to go cm
and say a symbolic Farewellto her longestranged husband, even though her
daughters stage a macabre sit-in with the
hearse at the hotel entrance. (She suecumbs, when terminally ill. io the blsndishments of a scruffy, disillusioned
Marxian activist, and they set off on a
honeymoon in Spain, the poignant bliss
of which Is left. mercifully, to the
reader’s imagination.) The” there is
Faygie, WC-prophtre.ss of a” establiime”1 she calls a bar, but which her
daughter describes as a brothel. She has
a disconcerting habit, when wli-plied
with booze by ha shvartzer, the black
busboy Lewis, OFgrabbing the ge”ilals
of those around her. Yet eve” she. v?hho
looks “like a big baking potato swathed
In layers of musly wool,” has her
endearing side. Not all the author’s
similes, I might add. are so felicitous.
By romp&son with these and other
que.sts, the Monteiths themselves M
pallid and forgettable. Both have been
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mellows perceptibly into the speculative
sobriety of early adulthood BSwe aperience the humour, Ihe pal”, and the
pathos of such events as the shooting of
a crow, BpractIceI joke that misfires. the
antics of a young fm-worshipper, tbe
pas&g of a long-loved cat, a suicide
next door, and at last the break-up of
the mati*
- which, one suddenly
real&s, has For a long time bee” subdy
foreshadowed. Gerbie. leaving the
island For the last time, “had bee” golog
to go on and say, it’s not the end of the
world and the”, just before she got the
words out, realized that this was just
what it was.”
IF I have made all this sound a llttle
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of their
guests they are the victims of their
children. When he is duped and bled dry
by his lecherous, indolent so”, OIL&
sympathy For Stan is less than harrowmarried before. and like mast
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nck Sum&r Island
is a boo< one puts
down thoughtfully and uith relustance,
and with a metal promise to pick it up
again some day. 0
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Ec~wen Two Worlds: The Caoatllan
Immignot l+~perIence. edited by MiUy
Charon. Quadrant Editions, 326 pages,
$12.95 wper GSBN 0 86495 024 I).

those for whom roots are as
disposable as root beer. Then there are
those such as Milly Charon. who remains the eternal immigrant “tom by
the seights of bolh worlds, leashed like
dogs to the past.” In an editing job
1701th; of Studs Terkel. Milly Charon
has brought those foreign voices off the
street and into our house.
Benreen Two Wwtds is a bricaiage of
inter+ws, articles. essays, short stories,
and personal testimonials that take the
%thnic” esperieoce out of the invisible
sidelight of CmigrrC
literature. Readers in
this country who don’t know what a
“Rezzia” is. or a “$5.00 Canadian”
rould do well to check out this book.
Cbomn’s colIection coties at us like a
bunch of celebrants lining up to tell yo”
their life story at a party. We get a Gulag
chiller first from Estonian artist Joann
Saarniit, who saw escapees roasted in a
steel drum over flames, and a corpse
“strung out on the barbed wire fence for
months like a scarecrow as a gruesome
wrning.” Sasmiit pooled his 51,700
along Eith 306 other Estonian refugees
to purchase a minesweeper sold as scrap
to Swden after the war. Aboard “that
wheezy old tub” they made it to
Canada.
Morgaritr Gnu Shandborn chose
exile rather than death in El Salvador.
She fled fmm General Rome&s military regime to work as a ddmestic servant for ao affluent French-Canadian
family. Her room was a restored pantry.
The RCMP harassed her for supporting
“Social causes” back home - an activity for vzhich immigrants seeking citirenship can face deportation.
Some
outhoritier make oewomers “feel like
thieves very often, and the colour
dixrimination was worse in Ontario and
escalated the farther west she \vent.”
East Indian Meeta Shastri came to
Canada via an arranged marriage. Her
job chances improved after removal
from her lorehead of lhe red dot that
denoted o wedded woman. Her small
son enjoys singing “0 Canada” with
boys who are little bigots. Raised on
Indian food. music, and religion, he

THERE ARE

asks: “How come I’m white at homeand
become brown when I go to daycare?”
From Kerop Bedoukien we learn how
the law can be bent to accommodate
well-connected immigrants. A successful
6gyptiao businessman, identified as
“Mike,” managed to procure a “special
ministerial order” fmm the department
of immigration in order to sponsor his
younger brother, deemed “inadmis+
able” due to mental retardation.
War stories march throughout the
pages speaking of trials, tribulations,
troubler, tragedies, like the same tune
over and over again on a tread pedal
organ. But the gore is not allegorical.
Real guts of rea[ people who can still
retleft gently aboul the sweetness of life.
People such as Mayor Romano, an illiterate Lebanese. who lost his home and
factory once the Palestlniaos took over.
He was beaten while applying for a
special business permit in Beirut. He
sums it all up with “C’esl la vie. . . non

. . . c’est !a guwre. ss

Theo there is Hemtao Bmcht. a
German orphan born in a cattle &.
decorated with an Iron Cross for bravery
at tbe cost of four bullets in his leg, ca&
wed by the Americans, handed over to
the Russians, seat to Siberia, from
where he spent 2% years fleeing, sleeping in snowhole& starving. until he
fmally made it to Finland, a 98-pound
skeleton. “I never trusted a group,” he
says with hard-earned wisdom. But he
slowly came to appreciate the Inuit of
tb6 North, where he worked as a welder.
hoot&maker. and hunter. Btecht also
has hilarious anecdotes about being
trapped inside a bunkhouse by a polar
bear who dashed off after it “backed
into the slow and burnt its ass.”
Mary Rajtar Kolarik twice attempted
to be smuggled across the YugosIaviao
border into Austria, got lost, and was
jailed for two days. Then on the third tty
she accomplished the feat by wading
across en ice-cold stream at night with a
hand cupped over the mouth of a
friend’s child.
Dilio Bhlndi describes how Idi Amia
“had had a dream that the Indian people
were taking over the economy.” Ugandan soldiers brutalized Asian refugees.
while lb&ups for i&migration papers
swelled outside the Canadian embassy.
We also discover from Dick Chen that
there is such a thing as Kosher Chinese
Cuisine. (His unique restaurant in Mont
real was destroyed by an arsonist.) Jews
came to China escaping the Greek and
Roman invasions more than 2.000 years
ago, and again in the sixth century there
was another migration.
The new generation also has its say.
Frank Cendli mentions the drive for
schierrement that many immigrant

parents instil in their childten. Shortcuts
such as taking summer courses to complete university in three years instead of
four. “If I got 75 per cent, it wasn’t
good enough.”
The most innovative presentation concerning his new Canadian experience
comes fmm U.S. drafi-dodger Minko
Sotimn.
So far, I’ve seen e giant gorilla on the
TmwCanada in the Rockies;a giant
oxart in Melville. Saskatchewan;the
giant Canada geesein Wawa. Ontario:
the giant nickel, not to forget Superstack in Sedbury. Ontario; and finally
the Kenora:Onts& moosewith its balls
&ted
Ruorcxent pink, the better to
seethem in the dark!
No book is perfect, this side of scrip-

ture, and even then,. . . Ch+mn apologizes for the rough-stitched grab-bag
nature of Between Two Worlds.
(“Haute couture it ls not.“) However,
the minor irritation in such a dynamic
assortment of tales is Cbamn’s static
image of a “mosaic” as the governing
metaphor. Canadian society is a plural
puzzle, a potential pressurexooker, as
this book so well outlines. Yet the accelerating mutations are not given a new
name, no new informing model, beyond
an antiquated macro-economic mosaic.
Between Two Worlds leaves us uspended, singing vives for Canada like
the ‘What a country” commercials
sponsored by Tourism Canada on national TV.
At least this book steers away fmm
the ridiculous regionalism that has
become a religion in certain literary
circles. It forces us to look at ourselves
and see FiEpioos, blacks, Pakistanis,
alien allsorts, walking down our street
with babes in their a-.
Think of them,
think of this hook, next time your
spoiled brat starts screaming for a game
of Space Invaders. 0

To ix!
continued
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Eleanor Wachfel

Tb&&se and PIemIte and the Little
Hanging Angel, by Michel Tremblay,
translated from the French by Shella
Fischman, McClelland & &watt, 262
pages, $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 8579
6).
wtnnt%?wtoeaitlcal and !inanclalsuo
cess he reaped in the 1970% Miel
Tremblay felt he was loslog touch with

the east-end Montreal working-dass
milieu that v.=s the well-spring of his
thealre. He’d bought a bii hollse in
Outremont (Pierre Trudeau country)
and witten the elegant but anemic play,
T/x Impfomplu of Gulremont. Then,
after 1%months gestation. Tremblay’s
tietional v:orld was reborn back In the
neighbourhoog of hi youth - or more
specifically of his own gestation in the
spring and early summer of 1942 - in
the first parts of his com#diehumaine, a
terrology of novels, Chroniqus du
plaorciluMont-Ro~nl. The fast volume,
The Fur Ki~man New Door LrPregnonI
(19X) was witten. he said, “to tell the

public that 1 love these characters.” the
m:n and especially the women who’d
peopled his plays since Les Belles
57ostrs.

Tbe same impulse of affection and
tcnd;mess infused a subsequent play.
Les Ascietmes Odews, a moving partraysl OFFricndshIpand complicity in the
meeting of two old lowxs. The wsnnth
just spilled over From the novels onto the
stag& Tremblay daimed. And this
expx&c mood continues in the sequel
to Tke Fat Wornon, Th&&e and Pierrcttc and the Lit&? Hanging Angel,

v;hich v:on the 1961France-Ou&ecliterary

prize.

Where The Fal Woman deoicted a
vivid canvas of family and &
on a
rin$c day, May 2, 1942, Th&&e,
simiktrly compact, takes place on the
lirrt Four days in June, 1942, climaxing
v;ith the parish Corpus Christi pageant
snd parade. The Fat woman. now in
hovilal, is still pregnant,uncomfortable
and serene. Instead of dreaming of
escape to .+capolm, she’s immersed in,
the pages of The Charmrhouseof Parmo, while Michel-to-betums over playfully in her belly. The conscious eat.
Duple;sis, is nursed back to health by
the Family’s personal knitting sisters,
Rose, Vioktte, and Mauve, and their
mother. Florence - all of them visible
only to artists and Free spirits like old
tJnde Josephat-le-violin and ThWse’s
Four-year-old brother. Marcel. The
prastiial this-worldly strain in the Family
stm:ples with and largely suppresses the
antic side. Plo one believes little Marcd’s
stories; his mother laments, “IFI’ve produced a lunatic I’ll do everything I can
to cure him, but if he’s a poet there’s no
EURand I’ll never forgive myself!”
In this book. the practical people take
cenue stage and the wonderful home
*ov:n exotics - like Ti-Lou, “the shelvolf of Ottawa,” prostituteconfessor
to the great and powerful, now in
graceful retirement - hover at the
margins. The arena of conflict is the
fcole des Saints-Anges wilh its teacberILUIU,600 girl students, and principal,
Mother BcnoIte, the Dragon Devil.
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Acmss the street is the church of SaintStanIslas-deXostka. a self-aggrandizing
pile, “a wealthy trollop who brazenly
ravealed her milk-swollen breasts to the
well-to-do From boulevard SaintJoseph, and her square. nondescript ass
to the poor From the rest of the parish.”
Eleven-year-old Th&se and Pierrette
ax the elite of grade six. and Simone is
their sidekick. It’s Simone’s operation
for ha hairlip, her transformation Fmm
ugly duckling into almost-beautiful, and
her designation For the part of the Yitde
hat&g angel” in the Corpus Christi
tableau. that sets the story in motion.
The heroic qualities of these pmtagonists, their intelligence and compassion, are revealed early in her friends’
reaction to Sirnone’s operation:
“lsepers. TM&e. whar’llwe say if it
looks us bad as before?”
“We’ll ray it looks better and then
we’ll coiifess!”

This is a humane,
pragmatic
Catholicism, which Tremblay sets up as
the true spiritual nzsource OFsociety.
Sintone’s metamorphosis precipitates
a power straggle between the teachernun, Sister SainteXaUwine : a dedicated, self-questioning, progressive
woman - and the despotic principal,
Mother BenoIte, who is devious,
business-oriented, and thoroughly

political. The battle reverberates
thmugb the school into the community
and parish institutions, and ukhnately
leads to the Sister’sdecision to leave her
order and try to convince her beloved
colleague, Sister Sah&Tb6r&e, to join
her outside church walls. Woven
thmugb this centml conflict are a variety
of other confrontations and agonies Simone’s mother facing the smallmindedness of the church. as personified
by Mdther Benolte; Sister :‘UumpFoot.” the school porteress, learningto
lie in defence of colksguu and of
Friendship;G6mrd, a young mao Fatalty
‘attraekd to the pre-pubescent ThWPe
and fighting the sense of himself as a
would-be rapist; Pierrette, troubled by
the moments OF estrangement the
disturbing presence of Gdmrd brings to
her relationship dtb Thkizse and just as
conscious of her own unwanted effect
on Simone’s adolescent brother,
Maurice.
These personal crises, and the Fore
shadowing of others, affecting virtually
every characterin the novel, present a
community that is vibrant and seething.
However, the intimate scale and sendtive handlingrendertbe turmoilwith the
quality OF a pointillist landscape. an
exqukite tremor.
Tremhlay sooxeds in his expod of the
-
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-Marian Engel, Tke Globe and Mail
Elizabeth Spencer’s compelling new novel is a
story about rivalries, destruction and survival.
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pagan chulrh and its earthly relations
cith its parishioners. “Mother BenoItc
des Anges became awax of the exaggrated bnportanca and. above all, of
the futility of this grotesque play-acting
that v,as used to numb naive souls; for
the tint time she realized how ugly was
this display of gussiar-up children and
paint-daubed statues, insipid, laughable
leftovers from medieval mysteries, and
she was horrified.” Equally, his criticism of the inlamal politics and moral
failings of the clergy fmds its mark.
Sister SainKatherine
b4icved far more in the human being’s
cqwl~g to heal hlmself through the
force of till. r&c&m and wisdom,
than in the superticial outward trap
pingsof a religion that preachedinner
pcxe. grace and happiness through
rczdg-made fmmuliu and ready-made
bJiefs. leaving no initiative to its Ilock.
which the Church crammed with pm

mires for fear the faithful might see
through its tricks and abandon it, leavin.eit destitute: for despite its preachings
and scrmoar about the vanity of the
things ot this world, it was so aceus.
tomcd to indulgence and silk.
But unlike many ham-fisted purtrayals, where adult authors have retained a child’s view of that instirution and
imbue the clergy with the larger-than-life *
aspects of monsters, Tremblay is eveuhanded, finding tyrauts and schemers
but also heroes, jokers,
devoted
tcxhers. gOOd administrators, and great
souls in the church. Although the book
has elements of political allegory, and
Tr?mblay
is prefguriug
tha revolt

against rhe rlgid, person-hating instituttons in modern Quebec. it is never alIe
go&l in style. The characters remain
strongly individual. Tremblay focusa
on thoughts and passions. and symbols
serve this end, not the other way around.
Still. this seems a book iu batwen.
despite its wrmth and humanity, aud
despite its brilliant depiction of the
organlzadon
and celebration of the

parish pageant. It does not quite stand
on its own; rather, it is more or lass an
advutlsemanl
for the continuing saga,
ndt quite resolving any of its most interesting story lines. Even its central intrigues - of wuflict within the school and
of the gradual blo%nnlng of the three
friends of the title - am incondusive,
like the little hanging angel, left
suspended in the storm. 0

Gettiflgit
wrong

By LM. Owen
Lest Massage to Berlin, by Philippe
van Rjndt, Stoddart. 444 pages, 518.95
Cloth (ISBN 0 7737 2935 9).
ON A cntu.v May evening in I940 a man
wrapped in a greatcoat is sitting in the
garden of a London house, drinking
cognac and soliloquizing, thus:
1cannot endurv itl . . . I have betmyed
them all:my friends, my people, my
coumry. I,suffer for my treacherybul
sufferingbriw me no relief, much less
forgiveness.. . . If they knew what I
have done in their name they would

vility me. cart me through the sweet
towards mob justice.. . . And there
would be nothing I could say in my
defense!
Who is this guilty party? Winston Churchill, that’s who. (Now try reading that
speech aloud in your best imitation of
the Churchill voice. It can’t be done.)
And what, as the English put it, is he on
about? Merely that he has just arranged
with Roosevelt to take all the gold
bullion out of the Bank of England and
ship it to the Federal Reserve in NW
York, which seems sensible enough
under the circumstances of May, 1940.
I won’t try to detail the plot of Lasf
Me.so~ 10 Berlin. The best that can be
said of it is that it’s slightly less
;& Rjndt’s I983 n&l - which WV&
lavishly praised by other reviewers. The
characters,
or puppets,
include
a
number of celebrities b&da Churchill
and Roosevelt: Paul Reynaud, Joseph
Kennedy, Allen Duller. Kim Philby,
Adolf Hitler. But the principals arr tie
titious as far as I know, though they
have real-life
family connections:
Jonathan Cabot (one of the Boston
Cab&) and ErIk Guderlan, a former international financier. Actually his real
name is Bitter. but he’s the adapled sun
of Heinz Gudarian, the Panzer general,
and now that he’s doing undercover

work for Hitler he has had plastic
surgery and is known as Major Helmut
Kleeman. As if this isn’t enough.
through most of the book he is disguised
as Henry Schiffer, a Canadian corporal
in the British artillery. In fact, there are
no corporals in the Royal Artillery; the
equivalent rank is bombardier.
And
when Guderlan disguised as Schiffer is
mingling wifh the British troops at
Dunkirk he falls in with a sergeant
whom he repeatedly addresses as “sir.”
In real life, the head that does this gets
bitten off. If someone dressed as an
NCG had done it, he would have been
remgnized as an impostor at once.
Finally, when Guderian arrives in London he is recommended
for the
Distinguished Service Order-a
decortion reserved fdr commissioned off&s.
If I sound pedantic, it’s because I am.
But the author of a novel on such a subject, even if he can’t create characters,
write dialogue, oi devise a convincing
plot, could surely maintain a minimum
credibility by getting his facts right. The
appalling events of the days covered by
rhe story - May I5 to June 17, 1940 are as well documented as any in history.
Neither van Rjndt nor his editor (if any)
fook Ihe trouble to look them upand try
to understand what was happening. In
the first chapter Chdrchill goes to Paris
on May I5 (actually, he went on the
16th. but that’s a minor discrepancy),
and tells Reynaud that he must get his
troops “10 Dunkirk, then to England.”
The truth is that on this day the BEF,
along with the Bel8ians and three Ftench
armies, was holdbig firm on the Dyle
line between Antwerp and Namur. The
German breakthrough across theMew,
south of this line, didn’t happen till the
next day: it was on the 19th that Gort
began to mnsider an evacuation, on the
20th that the first German armoured
units reached Ihe Channel, on the 26th
that London ordered Gort to withdraw
to Dunkirk.
The real puzzle of the campaign is that :
on the 24th. when Guderlan had captured Boulogne and surrounded Calals
and was within 24l miles of Dunkllk,
Hitler ordered a halt. If it hadn’t bean
for this, the evacuation would have been
impossible. Probably the advance was
halted because Hitler still believed that
Britain might make peace qnce fiance
waz eliminated - as he undoubtedly
did. For a time I thought that van mndt
was planning his story to explain this
point. But at the end of the book he
shows that he hasn’t grasped it at all. On
June 17. Churchill is wngrautlating all
hands. He talIs them that the result of
thdr caper is that Hitler has called off
Operation Sea Lion, his plan for the invasion of Britain. (At 0i.s time there was
no such plan. As late as July 13. Hitler

was still hopln8 for peace with his Nordic blood-brothers
in England. The
memorandum lo which he reluctantly
ordered the start of preparations for the
invasion- and first called it Operation
Sea Lion - is dated July 16.)
On the strength of his first two books
flhe
-7etramachus
Colleclion
and
Blueprint) I thought van Rjndt might
with practice become a very good
novelist. Instead, the more practice he
gst;
ore inept he grows. It makes

By Judith Flus&l
The Book of Fears, by Susan Kerslake, Ra9weed Press, 128 pages, S8.95
paper (ISBN 0 920304 33 1).

Wdstle Dauehter Whistle. by Carole
Itter. Caitlli! ~rus,
79 pages, $6.50
oaoer llSBN 0 920576 12 R.
_ iktiten Vessels, by A& Copeland,
Obemn Press. 134 pages, 521.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 88750 522 8) sod $11.95 paper
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The Mikveh Men, by Sharoo Drache,
Aya Pras. 83 pages, 58.00 paper (ISBN
0 920544 37 I).
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of Fears sets the
mood for three of these four collections:
hers is indeed a book of fears, IO stories
in which I&slake prods fear as armpulsively as one prods a bad tooth. The
fear simply increases; I&slake never lets
UP.
These are, with one exception,
women’s stories a catalogue of
menaces real or imagined. In I&lake’s
landscape, the imagined menace ls realized and played out through the mind
and the memory of the victim. Ambiguity is the key. as ambiguity is the colour
of menace. A child-murderer may or
may not be what he seems. A brain
tomour may or may not be madness do the medicos care? Pastoral “‘Sweet
grass” is written fmm within the mind
of the vietim; apparently raped and with
her throat slit, she dies as she sptaks.
I&slake’s people are, nevutheleps.
survivors. In “The Wrong Story” a
political prisoner struggles to explain
torture and imprisonment.
It isn’t so
much the woo8 story as not the story at
all. A naive audience cannot understand, doesn’t know the questions. Kerslake exhibits a fine control here BSelsewhere; her prisoner battles the loss of
control that is the bogyman in the dark
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of her other stories. In the words of one
of her chuacters, these are “deadly
tunes” They’re also finely tuned.
CxoIe Itter shapes her Fears differently in I~~u%leDaughter Whktle. She
opens in “Some First Things” with the
cold. Frightening power of an angry
womb - LIdeadly selfishness that kills.
The title story whirls readers om of that
anger into the pmteaive and controlled
monotone of the child growing up in a
vi&m home. Ittcr’s language here is
prc~miously balanced - motionless
storm clouds. shot with livid colour.
The numbered sketches in the ccdleelion chronicle the life of B daughrcr.
They ue brief, delicate and sure, weighing the tier that bind mother and child
together
in love and loathing.
dominance and submission. “Cry
l3aby” and “E;lch on Our Sides” wcsvc
the power and the helplessness together
through cdic and breytfeedi.
They
arc ordinary cxprriences made mythic.
differ&t meaning, refleaing,- in
mirror of the prose, mom violcnn than
their simplicity ordinarily suggests.
liter’s is the knowledge of vi&me.
together with the Fear and ease of it.
Juudposed as they arc in the collcaion,
the “baby sketcher” imply the violence
in the longer stories.
Ann Copekmd deserves better than
0b;mn has given her. Earfhen VerseL is
well bound, with an attractive MVET,
and hcav cream paper stock, but the
psgus are littered with typographical
errors, distracting us from the author’s
strong. mamre work.
HLZ arc women again. and fetus.
Coprland’s women arc more mmplex
thowh, and the Fears more subtle. nor
arc they women’s akme. “Garage Sale”
moves a msrrisge up the social ladder.
turns the husband into sn object not
quite good enough for an up-market
vmrnm polishing her “perfeet p&mid
world.” “The Hostess” opens with
“The body was beautiful, elegant” - B
gem of sn intmduction. What FoUowsis
a carefullydidialogued display of attitudes: sons to mothers, youth to sge.,
woman lcl woman, age to age, man to
man.
Copeland’s relationships, like sdl relationships, have their begbmings in both
Fear and understanding. What she
handles eumordinadIy well, though. is
the Fur of undcrslandii, akogethcr
deeper and harder to Fathom. The
stories do not release their meaning
easiIy. but they detonate long after they
are read.

Sharon Dmche’s TheMihwhMan is a
dcppanure, though like the other eolle~
tions it deds with P visible minority.
Drache’s is = mixture of magic and reality. sometimes independent of one

another. sometimes combined. The title
story js a cast in point. The mikveh is a
ritual bath For Jewish women. Rabbi
Meir, as his gift for longservice to the
Jewish community, wants a different
bath. a mikveh For men. Cousin Kalman
Face of incredible od&.It’s B s&y of
faith, determination, and magic, told
with sparkle.
“Reaching for Mends1 Roscnbaum”
is a send-up of the cultural cIique in this
country, unsubtle but with a swinging
m-es9
of its own nonsense ‘7%~
MeetbIg” Is another matter. The Holocaust is the backdrop in this w&crafted
st;ti wikmigbt just be the core of a
“I’m on your side”
becomes B &eat that perhaps only a
minority can understand in the fullness
OFits many meanings.
Four strong writers. Four strong
voices. Then arc unevamesses, but that
is natural in coIlslions. mos
arc
unaxcptable from repurable presses,
and editing is sometimes sloppy. But it is
both intriguing and frightening that the
Fearscatalogued are still chmactaistic of
~wc.men,still common, and still current,
unabated. Aya, Obemn, C&tin, and
Ragweed speak from coast to coast; but
appsrently little has changed, except
that perhaps women are iimiii ways lo
identify and so conlml the fear, by
writing it out, and writing it well. 0

a Titan
By Jean Wright
E.S. Pratt: The Truant Years
18824927, by David G. Pitt, University

of Toronto Press, 415 pages, 524.95
cloth (ISBN 0 8LXRl56501) and 514.95
paper (ISBN 0 8020 6563 5).
WHENI WASlearning about Cansdim
literature fmm the likes of Earle Bimey
and Rcgbmld Waltem in overcrowded
army huts al the University of British
Columbia in the late 1940s.the poet E.J.
Pratt was consIdered almost a god-like
fire.
It seemed incongruous later to
learnthal be wa3 still alive st that lime,
and indeed survived until 1984. Gods
should not be mortal.
An even gI=l.% surprise is the advice
that this book, by aMemorial University
professor emeritus, is the fast m&r
biography of the man now deemed the
greatest Canadian poet “of his time.” I
am happy lo report that Pitt has done
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his fellow Newfoundlander proud. This
Rat volume of a two-part biography is
thoroughly documented, scholarly,
sound and. praise be. lively, engaging,
and readable - no more than suitable
For B subject who possessed the same
qualities.
The book is long, well-iIIu&ted.
attractively presented, and unobtmsivdy scholarly. The plague of footnotes
usuaUy associated with this level OF
research has been cleverly avoided by a
Full “Notes and References” section at
the back of the book. (Actually I like

footnotes. but only st the bottom of the
page. Tbc cmnomlcs of publlshlng today dictate an end to this civilized

custom.

Thus it is only suitable that the
footnote markas have been banished as
weU.) A Full bibliography, including
citations from unpublished manuscripts,
CBC programs, and taped interviews
with Pratt and his Friends, relatives, and
colleagues,
demonstrates
Pitt’s
meticulous research. Indicative of
thoroughness is his intmduaory expression of mgmt that Pratt hbnself~kept so
few records - few papers. no dlmy, no
copies of letters - so “only” I.000 of
his laters have been collected For this
work. Small wonder then that a work
begun in earnest in I989 is only now in

print.
Withal, the author has written a book
that mercifully avoids both the scent of
midnight oil and the temptation to
idolatry. He does not hesitate to moderate the fanciful vetsions of Pratt’s life
that the genial story-telling poet (and his
friends) sometimes indulged in. Am*
dotes clung to Pratt as bamaclcs cling to
s ship, as a friend of Pratt’s aptly
expressed it.
The book conveys suewssfuIIy the
complex charaaer of a rather enigmatic
genius who spent fully half his long life
going in wmng direaions before he
found his poaic.vocation. “It was one
of the great ironies of his life that most
of his prime of manhood when crralive
energies ususUy run strongest wss passed
in a slate of anchorless drift or, al best,
of mnriain steerage.” The title-s of
Pratt’s prom works. wbii indude “The
Application of the Bin&Simon Tests.. .
to a Toronto Public School” and

“Demonology of the New Testamml. . .” give some evidence of the
highways and byways Pratt travelled
before he came upon his life work. In Ids
youth he Failed in fact to show any interest In either r&II
or wridng poetry. It
was only when at the age of 32 he joined
an evening class In Iitcrahuc given by
P&am Edgar tbst the interest was fml
sparked, and some time after that before
he Found his poetic voice. Information
consoli
to the middle-aged but nc.l yet
Famous.
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Born in Newfoundland in 1882, Pratt
was the soo of B fiery, intensely devout
Methodist ptcacher. The formal photograph of hi parcots shows an upright
Victorian father with the eagle eye of the
zealot. His seated wife looks anxious,
resigned. and rather cowed. The porttaR
might be said to display the vectors of
Pratt’s drifting early life. Both parents
were dctemiined that he would follow in
his father’s footsteps; his mother warried excessively about his health.
The poet felt the weight of these concerns throughout his life, and never did
summon up the courage to tell his
mother that he had rcnounccd the
church. The poverty of the manse, a
childhood of hardships in Newfoundland outports, three yuvs purgatory in a
St. John’s store, and a series of
unprofitable attempts to earn money
dogged llis early days. uncongenial
religious studies at Victoria College were
followed by studies in psychology leading to an instructorship, a Ph.D. in
philosophy, and final&an instructorship
in the English Department and a beginning of hi “tal” life.
It was Ids new love (lata wife) Viola
Whitney who took him to the evening
clvls that was to torn his life around.
Later came marriage. family, growing
reputation, and the feuds and fricndships of literary Tomnto before and
after the First World War. But always
Pratt was a commdrum.
Pratt’s life confounded conventional
wisdom, as a poet’s life should. His wife
described him as ‘~scwal personalities
- different personalities.” His early
days consisted of false stat& riotous
adventures (selling wet sandwiches to
drenched crowds at the Regina Exhibition, peddling his own “Universal Lung
&ala”), and serious pursuits (working
hard as a travdling preacher, many years
of stem academic application). An a
youngster he utterly failed in scholartic
en&avows; as a man he spent many
years in brilliant pursuit of univetsity
degrea Jovial and lively in crowds, he
complained of tbc distracting noise of
his daughter’s craw applied IWOstoreys
away.

There were fight-hated adventures
and terrible tragedy. His intctuc lirst
love, a long university romanee. ended
when his tianc& died - she was buried
on the day she was to have graduated.
His bekwcd daughter was crippled for
life at the age of four. Grcgaious, he
had - and needed - many friends but
shied away from intimacy with all but B
few. He reputedly WBSfrail and suffered
two “brcakdmvns” but rcjoiccd in
physical activity, underwent hardship
successfully, and lived to a great age. An
amiable man, he was embroiled in noholds-barred literary disputes. Indeed,

one fareinating aspect of this book is the
accounts of the battles those Toronto
literary Titans foogbl in the 1920s. The
iotcllatual life of that time seem5 so
much more exciting than the finance
dominated literary news of today. (Or
perhaps it is only more intcrcstingly
reported.)
of scholarship, PiTt has w&en the itory
of a complex charactct and a subtext of
the atmosphere of Canada in those nowseemingly aneiem times. Let’s hope
volume two is as good. 0

Plumbing
the depths
By Rupert Schieder
SoleSurvivor, by Mauicc Gee, Pabet
& Faber (Penguin). 231 pages, $24.95
cloth (ISBN 0571 13017 s).
SMCBPATRXKwmx? was award&l the
Nobel Prize for literature in 1973, the
names of Australian writers, as well as
theit fdm-makers, have' become familiar
in North America. Still, however, for a
wt
many of us, New Zealand w-Ring
has meant Katherine Ivlansficld - and
she has been dead now for 60 years and NgaIo Marsh. Preparing for a semi-.
nar on the fiction of those islands, 1
became aware of nowlIsts who wmtc
between the wars (Jane Mander, Robii
Hyde, John A. Lee, John M&an,
Prank Sargeson) and since the Second
World War (Sylvia Ashton-WYner,
Dan D&n, M.J. Joseph, Maurice Dug@II, among olhm). The sendnar was
otgadzcd arouqi Gwlp Do cry, one of
the novels of the admirable Janet
Frame. Hoping to get a bcttet perspcctive. we invited a graduate student from
New Zealand to join us. He told us that
we were DdssIng one of their f-t
writers, Mauicc Gee. So I’ve been
catching up, reading seven of bis novels
and 100% into his biogzapby. I knowingly court the “biographical fallacy,”
for his life and works arc insepatable.
The life is straigbtfoward enough.
Born Maurice Go& Gee, Whakatane,
Notth Island. New zcaland, 1931; educated Avondale College, then University
of Auckland, marr*d; one son and two
daughters; schoolteachet, librarian;
since 1976 full&me writer; recipient of
n”mcmus New Zealand awards. What
warrants more attention, howeva, a.tz
his two backgmunds: fmt, the small
towns of the Noah Island, and second,
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the wwations of his family, especially
that of his mother.
In his fmt two novels, The Big Season
(1962) and A Special Ftowr (MS),
Gx. drawing from his owu arperience,
maps out his tictional territory -

geo-

graphical. social, and cultural. The small
twn, uith its snobbery, pretension,
stratification, the gaps between those
who 20 to private schools and university
and rho= who people the boarding
houses, is recorded in gritty detail. The
battles betwen the contenders take
place on the inescapable football field,
at the dances, and in the homes. It is in
the last that the knives are sharpest and
the rrists and jabs most probing. but the
prexues here only epitomise those in
the town betu:een the conformists, the
rwectabls, the barren, the blighted, the
petrified, and those who, to free themselves, stem to have Limited choices:
alliance rith the dregs, suicide, or hittin9 out of tow altogether. This, Gee’s
physical territory. he presents so forcb
fully that it be&wmesours.
It was not until some 10 years and
tbrze bool:s later, in the 197Os, that Gee
came into full possessionof his fictional
territory and plumped down the generations of his own family in the eenve of
those North Island small towns. In an
article published in Islands, an Auckland periodical, he tells of his “Beginnings,” v:hen “the life of my bnagination stretched back beyond my birth.”
P’sfening to his grandfather. Gee writes:
“His story became a part of my own.
My mother told it with passion and artistry. So I was ineieased.” (A slguiflcant verb.) “I took into myself things
that would demand expression.”
This “demand” for expression produced in 1975 Plumb, the first of what
v:ould extend to a trllo.9ybased on Gee’s
family, recording the tangled, tortured
relvions betwwn and among the membrrr of four generations over some 90
years. Each of the three novels is narrot;d by one member of his generation.
Lilx Tbedfan o/Property, the lint part
of John Galworthy’s

Forsyte Sagu,

Plumb can be read by and for itself.

Although it is the sharply defined and
intensely felt characters that make the
trilogy memorable, it also profits from
Gw’s talent for iyenious structural
organization. For although the narrator
George Plumb is an egocentric, deaf,
isolated seeker after abstract ideas and
ideals of conduct, Gee manages,
through Plumb’s “searching of my
past.” his “thorns of remembrance.”
and his successive “shakes of the kaleldoscopr” to give the reader, living in
another hemisphere and time, a surprisingly comprehensive insight into and feel
for the passing years between IS90 and
the late 19405: the struggle against

religious and social conformity, the persecution of pacifists during the “Great
War,” what Gee terms “the Depression
as Enemy.” the “Yank” invasion of
New Zealand in the Second World War.
Unlike Anthony Burgess in Earth&
Ponvrs and Timothy Findley in Famous
Last Words. however, Gee does not
resort to blocks of putted “history.”
The factual details, the changing
politics, fashions, moral standards are
. woven meticulously and unobtrusively
into the fabric of the gritty everyday life
of the family, immediate and extended,
and their neighbows.
In “Beginnings” Gee puts the relative
importance, for him, of these’ generations into focus. “But it was not his
[grandfather’s] story that captured me,
itwa.5myparents’.“Threeyems later, ln
1981, Meg was added, narrated by Meg
Sole, the 11th of the 12 Plumb children.
Complementing her father, the firstperson narrator is modest, practical,
sensitive, endowed with “skills of
subtlety and quiet and wordless doing.”
Although concentrating on the second
generation, she attempts to see and
understaod beyond it, and her detailed
private observatiqns illumine and enrich
the public. events that her father projected on his screeu. Meg brings this
saga - in both the ancient heroic and
the modem imnic sense of that term up to the 1960s.
Now Gee has completed the trilogy,
bringing it up to 1981, in Sole Survivor,

narrated by Meg’s son Raymond Sole.
tJ)e pun of the title is not quite so
unfortunate as the effect of the use of
the initial “R” with the surname.)
Although
the third generation of
Plumbs occupies the centre of the
crowded stage, Raymond is constantly
ln touch with the fourth, while continually adding new parspatlves to the
reader’s views of and assumptions about

the first and the sewnd. Gee presents
these later generations as dlbninirhed,
despite Raymond’s attempt to build a
corrupt, politically conniving monster in
Duggie Plumb, his cousin.
Perhaps, however, the earlier genera-

retrospect.-Although the
are smaller, Gee, by choosing a journaliit as narrator, encompasses a much
larger territory of non-Plumbs. Neatly,
in the end the Plumbs have come tUI clrcle through the Soles, for Raymond%
setting out to work on a paper in the
small town where his grandfather
George Plumb fought his first battle for
religious and intellectual freedom. Slim
but fuU of reverberations, Sole Survivor
is read with most effect not by itself but

as the completion of the Plumb trilogy,
the saga of New Zealand small-town life
over nine decades. Cl
I
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‘I’ve always wanted to tell stories.
I’m very much a gossip. If someone
a secret, I can’t keep it.

tells me

Ely 1?17arlr
Fortier
GERVAIS was born in
1936 in Windsor, Out., when besides writing poetry, popular
history. and books for children he works as editor of the book
page and the religion page of the
Windsor Slar. As if that were not
enough, he is also publisher of
Black Moss Pmss. In addition to
several children’s books, he has
written The Rum Runners, an oral
history of prohibition in the
Isor-Detroit area. and (with James
Ceaneyl Boldoon. a play. His selected
H. (MARTYJ

poetry,

Into (I Blue Morning,

was

published in 1982. and his latest book of
verse is Public Fontosy: The Maggie T.
Poems. He was interviewed in Windsor
by Mark Fortier:
Boo!rs In Canada: YOUore o journalist,
poet. ployrkht. popular id&or& put+
livher, clrildren’s writer: Is there o centmt

conrem that holds all thae activities
together?
C.H. Gervais: I’ve always wanted to tell

stories. I’m very much a gossip. If someone tell.5me a secret, I can’t keep it. I’ve
always been like that. My grandfather,
visit us alid &I me-story after story
about the Cobalt silver boom days. He
would tell me these horrendous lies.
which didn’t really bother me, because
the story was so good. I didn’t really
want to know whether it was true or not.
You see that spilling over into a book
like The Rum Runners: wlien I sat in
tured with their stories just-& I had b&n
with my grandfather. And then there
was a cwtaiu need to tell them. It spills
over into my need to write poems about
my family. It also spills over into journalism, where I want to write about the
things I see and feel in the world around
tne, and into publishing, so I publish a
book like W/IY Windsor? about the
Jewish community in the area. We did a
children’s book called Pickles: Street
Dog M Windsor.

BIG: In the poems that you write about
your own experiences, you don’t take P
narmtivepadtionso much mo r&ctive
OtU?.
Gervais: Taking a narrative approach

children. And it’s a lot of fun.
BiC: What role does religion ploy in
your work?
Gerveis: Only

in my journalism. I
shouldn’t say not at all - I’ve been
working on a serim of poems, tentatively
titled Vital Signs, which could be construed as vaguely, I hate to say it,
religious. They’re done as letters to
saints, certain individuals. I did en interview with Gustavo Gutiemz, who is the
leadim liberation theologian in the
world. I consider hbn a kind of saint. I
did a letter to Saint Pmucis. There’s also
one to Dante. All of it has something to
do with the environment, poverty,
nuclear arms, the big moral and political
issues of the day.
Bit_? Whal LFtlzepurpair 4fBlackl)-larF
Press?

Cervais: To print books by authors who
I feel have something important to say.
I’m introducing new authors and subjects. We did bp Nichol - Nichol is
well-known as a Canadian author, but
not as a children’s author. We dii his
book, Onw A Lullaby. We’re intm
ducing new peels, we’re doing a hook of
poetry by a woman here in Windsor.
Lcila Pepper. We’re publishing books
that we believe in, and if we ever lose
sight of that, our whole purpose has
been destroyed. Poetry doesn’t make us

means you almost uecessarlly have to he
less lyrical. I don’t want to be just a
reporter; I want to take that leap into
art. 1 think the writer has to meld images

a lot of money - .aetuaRy nothing.
You’re nbt going to make that much
money out of fmtion, either. If we do a
book by someone, maybe it will sell only

into some kind of a message. But now
I’m interested in the kind of things that
Guillaume Apollinaim and other French
writers were interested in - a kind of
spectacular approach to writing where
you hold nothing back. The kind of
thing Chagall did in his painting. I wnl
to get that child-like fancifulness in my
writing. Public Fantasy is a book about
Maggiel. Instead of in Ottawa I set her
in Detroit-Windsor - I bring her into
my world. 1 said, I’ll throw everything
into this: the Detroit Tigers, the Reoeissance Center; I bring In things like El
Salvador, Charles and Diana and their

800 copies. Ten years from now that person may have long gone from Black
Moss Press, and might be publiiing
with MfGrawHill or Simon & Schuster.
But the fust book will1have been with a
small press in Canada. I believe in the
small presses. I think them’s more
valuable, more important material coming out of the small presses than fmm
the larger ones.

BiC: How is Windsor os o phct? 10
work?
Gervais: I find it fine. I’m not

caught up
in the political jealousies that go on in
Tomnto. I find it more relaxing here.
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It’s not as if I’m isolated. My phone bills
are SZOOa month, I’m going out of
Windsor all the time. There is a writing
community here. and yet it doesn’t get
together. We’re all worliing on our owe.
Nc’re very much a labour town, even
if you’ve never worked at Chrysler or
Ford. It’s part of your culture, even if
you drive a Toyota. Even if you work in
the university or are a writer. And we’re
steped in American culture. In every
restauranl in Windsor at 7 a.m. they’re
al1 wading the American papers. The
Globe and Maifs not our national nwspaper, the Detroit Free Prw is. I don’t

-

tempted to say criminally) miscompreheaded what Ross has accomplished in
F&herwoman.
Fortunately. the work ls short enough
and the ptice low enoogh (96 pages,
56.95) that lovers of quality fiction can
afford to judge for themselves. I, for
one, would urge them to do so. The onrelenting omniaziena
of Ross’s voice
provides
the “psychological
Nova
Scotia” MaogueI dismissed as “soap
opera intrigue.”
Ann Knight
White Rock, B.C

think it’s harmed us. I think it gives us a
unique perspective on where we are. Cl

HOC TERP.IBLY

I have come to miss the

NowIs”
than

in

department,
hiovember

but never more
when

Albert0

hlanguel
failed not only to spell
Vwoolca Ross’s name the way she and
her publisher do, but alro tragically (I’m

NON-FICTION
A Cllmnte Charged: Essays on Cnnndian
Writers, by B.W. Pow:

Mosaic Press.

Powe’s stimulating, entertaining, intelligent, iconoclastic. and provocatively
pleasurable book gives eight .wellestablishedliterary reputations(Marshall
Mcluhan. Northrop Frye. Irving Layton.
Leonard Cohen. Margaret Laurence,
Margaret Atwood, RobertsonDavies, and
Monbxai Richler) a thomughshakingup.

POErRY
Secular Love. by Michael Ondaatje, Coach
MLLOWNO
Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
*

THB

judgement of Douglas H :ill in the “First

Child o/the h4wdng. To our relief, alsa
like her tirst (and muchlesslike the middle
two), it ir’ an ingeniouslyacmmpliied
pieceof w&k.
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Tr,,nr~or,,,ing by Pau,ine
‘n&-?!!_:
lp, macmillan. G&e’s fourth novel
vhirh deals
willh the strange re iw of
- \...-..
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House Press.Though in the end Ondaatje
still holds something back. his confasionalpoemsof an&shed. passionatelove
open dwrs into a private world of perwnal emotion that he had previously
only
projected
ontocharacters(suchas Billy the
Rid) fmm the mythsof hi imagination.

Pharaoh Akhenaten - returns her to the
ISth-DynastyEgyptiansettingof her first,

‘~“6 ~oLLowl~o Canadian books have
been receIw.d by Books in Canada in re-

CiAlNWRi’

cent weeks. Inclusion in this list does not

NQ.

SS9

wE CAN w*ia: U.S. politics for the
gerrymander (named for Governor
Gerry of Massachusetts, who manipulated constituency boundaries) and
bunkum (for the member from Buncombe County, North Carolina, who
spoke neallessly in Congress to impress his constituents). but what has
Canada contributed to the lexicon of
political corruption? Is it possible to
mulruminate over the universality of
social assistance. or to broadbend the
facts on unemployment? Comestams
are invited to coin and define such
terms of endearment, drawn either
from the names of Canadian politicians or their ridings. The prize Is
525, and $25 goes to Maurice Conklin of Mississauga, Out.. for the
idea. Deadline: March I. Address:
CanWit No. 99. BoohT in Canada.
366 Adelaide Slreet East, Toronto
hI5A 3X9.
I3sulb of U3ttWitNo. 97
OUR REQUESTfor suitable verse to
celebrate Toronto’s 150th anniwrsay pmduced a smattering of inve~
tive, though less than we would have

expected.
The winner
is W.P.
Kimella of White Rock, B.C. (which
lies somewhere west of Mississaoga),
for his snrering parody of Carl Sandburg:

preclude a review or notice in a future
issue:

shlcker Of pc7nmkm

Home o/The National
Calm, sink-elnrmed weakling
City

of round shoulders

Classified
rates: 58 per line (40
characters to the Ilne). Deadline: first of
the mOnth for ISSW dated fOlIOWing
month. Address: Books In Canada ClaSsilled. 366 Adelaide Street East, Toronto
M5A 3X9. Phone: (416) 363.5426.
THE BEAST UNVEILED. The deflnitlve
solufion to 666 found in Sumerian
astronomy, basis of major religions. 12”
x 12”. 512.60. Collector’s editlon 943.20.
both for a llmlted tlme only. Not
available In stores. Cheque or mOneY
order to Tessaract Pass. P.O. BOX 562,
;$ic.::“-iaStatlon, Westmount, P.Q. H32
OLD AND BARE BOOKS. Canadiana
Catalogucs. Heritage Books, 666 Palmerston Ave., Toronto, Ontario M6G 252
USED LAW BOOKS. 30 day free exam.
Ination. Write J.L Heath, 66 Isabella St.
HIOS. Tomnto M4X lN3.92%0649.
THE SCREAM. A performlng book by the
collaborative arts group FIRST DRAFT.
Art, poetry. music; hundreds of Illustratlons. Numbered llmited editlon.. 815.
Write: Ouroboros.
40 Grove Ave.
OTTAWA KlS 3A6

The New Books in Canada doesn’t just look different, it is different.
With more pages per issue and many more reviews, now more than
ever Books in Canada is the book-review magazine that best keeps you
informed about Canadian books and their writers.

Each issue now contains an expanded mid-section that brings you
brief but provocative reviews of the latest in fiction, non-fiction, and
poetry. That’s in addition to the reports, profiles, interviews, and
reviews by and about some of Canada’s leading writers and commentators that Books in Canada’s readers have come to expect from a
national forum on books.

If you read Canadian books, you can’t afford not to read Books in
Canada.

Available in better
bookstores everywhere
or delivered directly
to your home.
Nine times a year.
Shouldn’t you subscribe now?
--__________--------------i
I Yes, I’d like to subscribeto EookF in Cmadu
1
; Name
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I
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I
I

Posial code
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I
Bill me 0

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $13.95 A YEAR
SM.95 A YEAR OUTSIDE CANADA
y1 Ad- IlmlEul.slura2
Tommo.
m MI.4
3x1
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Over 100new Canadian children’s books in 16
categories, with age levels, retail prices, and a short
descriptive paragraph about each title. Lists of
children’s specialty bookstores, publishers and
wholesalers. as well as lists of the winners of all
major Canadian prim for children’s literature are
also included.
To obtaiu yourfree copy just send a stamped (370)
self-addressed 9 x 12 envelope to:
CEIC Nathmal Qffice, 70 The Esplanade,
Toronto, Ontario MSE L46

&_&rnewcataloguebringsyou74ofthe
drama and literary criticism from Margaret
most interesting literary books available this
Atwood, Carol Bolt, Gwendolyn MacEwan,
season. Literaty Books by Women celebrates Margaret Laurence, Dorothy Livesay, Erika
the high quality and remarkable range of
Bitter, Audrey Thomas and over sixty others.
If you’d like regular notice of new
Canadian literary writing by, for and about
women. in a selection that features recent
Canadian literarv writina, whv not join our
maiI& list?
works l& established
names as well as the
Clip out this coupon
season’s best from an
and send it to:
; I’m interested in learning about new litemry books by :
The
LiIelwy
PressGroup,
entire crop of
# women. I’d like to be a part of tbe LPG mailing lit.
I
70The Esplanade,
3rd Floor.
talented new writers. 1 I’m interested in:
0 0 drama
0 Won
0 lileraryciidcinn 0 Tomnto. Ontario MSE lR2
Fiction, poetry
I 0 poelry
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